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F42ýIn the'space environmentl investigations for improving the
properties of refraetory metals& tungsten In particular# by
alloy additions of rhenium. thoria and hafnium carbide;
development of emissivity data for materials of Interest at
elevated temperatures.

In general(I)s baseline system of tungsten# rhenium alloys Is
being rossarlchod to improve recrystallization
characteristics, creep resistance uirvi otheriptrt-~c
-,#*"+4o~ Impurity distributions and their deleterious
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hafnium is being evaluated because of their obvious
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During the past year tjijo analytical equipment has been
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on critical areas such as creep have continued.
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1. INTRODUCTION

This is the annual report for grant AFOSR 83-0067. The period covered is

May 10, 1984 to April 30, 1985. The contents detail work done on the

investigatin of material problems for high-temperature, high-power space

energy conversin systems. The specific areas of research Include

Investigations of methods of decreasing creep at the high temperatures

encountered in the space environment; investigations for Improving the

properties of refractory metals, tungsten in in particular by alloy additons

of rhenium, thoria and hafnium carbide; the development of amissivity data

for materials of interest at elevated temperatures.

In general the baseline system of tungsten, rhenium alloys is being

researched to improve recrystallization characteristics, creep resistance

and other important properties. Impurity distribution and their deleterious

phenomena are studied. Thorium and hafnium are being evaluated because of

their obvious influences on recrystallization, impurity segregatin and

embrittlement, solution, dispersion strengthening and gettering

capabilities.

The alloys being studied are sintered and swaged into rods and wires for

various high temperature mechanical and electronic testing. Among the

testing devices are a high temperature thermionic emission microscope, a

specially designed high-temperature vacuum tensile testing machine, a

specially designed and built zone refiner for some possible refining,

conventional metallographic procedures, SEM, TEM, and Auger surface

analyses. A specialized quadrupole mass spectrometer is bein ginstrumented

for determnation of high temperature vaporization and thermodynamic

character1stiM of the alloys.
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During the post year, the anayitloal equipment has been developed and

testing begun on the alloys. Researoh studies on oritioai areas such as

oreep have oontinusd.

Contributors to the reported work include; Jim Horris, Mysore Rmalingm,

Charlm loe, Sh.so Snir, Derek Tang, Kurt von Braun, Joe Vittengel, and

Dean Jaoobson.

GO

0
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I1. DECREASED CREEP FOR INCREASED SPACE POWER

* 2.1 ABSTRACT
The Air Foroe Office of Scientific Research reaffLrmed in its 1982

Conference on Prime Power for High-Energy Space Systmes "that materials
would be a critical requirement for progress toward high power in apace."
Correspondingly high spacecraft weights, particularly for reater wite-heat
rejection, force operating temperaturse upward and emphasize the necessity
o at decreased creep tor increased space power. In tact alloys capable ot
nearly ultimate metal performance will saon be essential. In this spirit
the following paper examines recent develoments in the understanding and
description of meohanimms contributing to or detracting trom creep. A
discussion of varlous creep categories and related procses ensuins. Then
methods of counteracting creep receive some attention. And a specific

4* approach to decreased creep In Mh•-tenperature, lov-vapor-presaure space
ultralloys terminates the presentation with predictions at improved
ductility, increased recrystallization resistance and simplified processing.

0

0.
!.

0

0
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2.2 UQU*IRD MATERIAL IMPROVDNUTS FO FUTURE SPACE POWKR

The Prooeedin'g ot the AFOSR 3pecial Conferenoe on Prime Paowe for
0 -

ijth-Inergy Space Systems states prefatorlally (2.1], "it was readily

antotipated prior to the conference that materials would be a critical

requirement tor progress toward high power in spaoe." And in tact 15

prulftentations swelled the "Materials" session ot that 1982 conference. Moot

at those mphasixod resistance to high taperatures and Irradiation.

Previously the materials-workshop chairman for a NASA-convened
0

conference on Future orbital Power ys.tie Technoloy ReQWIrmentz had also

stressed thermal pertormance C2.2]: "It there Is a single general trend

that applies to the various combinations oa heat sources and conversion
0

methods, It Is the one toward higher source temperature and higher sink

temperature--and comequently lighter weight systems. For this reason the

workshop felt that high-temperature-materials data was of prime
0

Importance...."

In addition to enabling greater power generation ultimate materials

ofter higher probabilities of withstanding high-power reception. Increased
0

short-term toleration ot burn-through, thermal-shook and/or radiation

eftects trom extremely high-power-density eletromagnetic and particle berms

could be crucially advantageous. Because technologies tor baes generation

lead those tor concentration, oollimation and control considerably, partial

and secondary beam exposures are definite possibilities. And in such

situations ultimate material capabilities could mean survival.

Mare generally, In the long-range view at materiel-tochnology growth,

movement toward the ultimate Is inevitable, motivational and ot course

immediately desirable: Just as superalloys allowed terrestrial engineers

greater freedom, ultralloys will enable space engineers to reach new orbits
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of creative thought. Just as prototypic tungsten, rhenium (WRe) alloys

evolved from the pre-1973 spaoe-nuolear-reaotor (SNR) program, improved

versions of thqse ultralloys will contribute to multimegawatt SNR

capabilities in the future [2.3 to 2.35). And the superior

thermophysloochemloal charaoteristics of such alloys will open previously

inaccessible areas of mission and spacecraft innovation.

Particularly necessary spaoe-power capabilities derive from high-

temperature resistance to creep and rearystallization [2.31 to 2.35]. And
0

fortunately techniques that inhibit creep and recrystallization often

improve ductility--the lack of which erects a major barrier to WRe

ultralloy applications. So more ductile alloys that resist highl-tmperature

creep and recrystallization are metallic ocmbinations that can unlock design

doors to space-power expansion.

OW
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2.3 SOME HIGH-TEMPERATURE-MATERIALS CREEP BACKGROUND

Perhaps the preceding section implies that rwearch on high-temperature

creep and recrystallization spun off from the space program. Such an

inference is Of course erroneous. True, Sherby In his 1962 paper, "Factors

Affecting the High-Temperature Strength of Polycrystalline Materials,"*

credits "the Aeronautical Research Laboratories, Wright-Patterson Air Force

Baase, Ohio, for support of a program on a study of the elastic properties of

materials at elevated temperatures and on the role of elastic properties in

the high temperature creep strength" [2.36]. But in his description of

"high temperature deformation...characterized by (a) breakdown of the grains

into subgrains, (b) grain boundary shearing and grain boundary migration and

(c) fine. slip difficult to resolve under ordinary microscopic techniques"

Sherby cites much work beginning in the 1930's and one 1917 publication. In

particular he refers to a 1938 paper wherein "Kanter...developed a creep law

which was truly remarkable in that he suggested the importance of both

diffusion and elastic properties on creep...." Diffusional creep effects

received considerable attention from Sherby in this and his 1968

contribution to Progress in Materials Science, Volume 13 (Incorporating

Progress-in Metal Physics) [2.37,2.169 references].

Lattice diffusion quite naturally appeared to be the simple basis for

diffusional creep initially. Nabarro proposed this mechanism in 1948

[2.38), and two years later Herring provided the appropriate detailed

analysis for "Nabarro, Herring creep" [2.39). For steady states at suitable

conditions to render lattice diffusion rate-determining the Nabarro, Herring

theory predicts creep admirably.

But under other conditions this theoretic model underestimates creep

rates greatly. Recognizing this deficiency Coble suggested in 1963 that
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accelerated diffusion along grain boundaries can accommodate polycrystalline

* deformation [2.40,2.1411. And of course in regions where neither grain-

boundary nor lattice diffusion exhibits negligible effects on creep the

Coble and Nabarro, Herring expressions combine effectively to describe their

* compounded contributions. However these mechanisms fail to apply when grain

sizes grow excessively large which occurs for example in operations near

melting points. Then with similarly low stresses lattice diffusion controls

* creep according to the Harper, Dorn theory [2.42).

At the other extreme creep apparently proceeds intragranularly and

increases exponentially with high stress values (note the end of "High-

* Stress Creep"). The exponential stress dependence persists through many

orders of magnitude in creep rate [2.43). This enigmatic regime continues

to provoke speculative examination [2.44 to 2.47). But for obvious reasons

* the lower creep ranges are more important practically and therefore receive

greater attention. Under high as well as low stresses pure metals and their

solid solutions undergo seemingly similar deformation processes.

_0 Between the high and low creep regions pure metals react to deformation

through a recovery process such as dislocation climb [2.48,2.49]. Here the

required vacancy diffusion proceeds through the lattice or more rapidly

6, through dislocation cores, the latter often termed "pipe diffusion."

However for solid solutions Weertman theorized that accommodation occurs

with dislocation glide with a lower-power stress dependency than that for

pure metals [2.37,2.50). Now lattice-solute-diffusion as well as pipe-

diffusion coefficients become considerations--although applicability of the

latter is not experimentally verified [2.47]. Some solid solutions undergo

0 transitions from dislocation climb at lower stresses to viscous glide at

higher stresses and then back to climb near the top of the intermediate

C'
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creep range [2.51]. High-temperature-climb Inhibition by stacking faults

from dislocation splitting appears to impede creep in face-centered-cubic

(FCC) and hexagonal-close-packed (HCP) metals compared with body-oentered-

cubic (BCC) structures (where dislocations "are in general not believed to

be extended"). But although stacking-fault energy is important, apparently

another reason for reduced FCC and HCP creep lies in lower atomic-diffusion

rates: Impeded transport occurs in the closely packed crystals and their

widely extended or severely distorted dislocations [2.37,2.52].

Whether diffusionally accommodated or not, grain-boundary sliding is a

dominant deformation mode in high-temperature creep [2.53 to 2.57].

Important variables In this process in addition to the basic material

chemistry, grain size and morphology, temperature and stress are additive

and impurity chemistry, grain-boundary segregation and intergranular

particle size and distribution. Grain-boundary-sliding effects are of prime

importance In the nucleation, growth, aggregation, load shedding,

integration and macrocraok generation of intergranular cavities. And of

course this cavitation train travels a direct track to the final fracture.

So intergranular cavity nucleation and growth are significant advanced

stages of high-temperature creep that depend on plastic flow and diffusion.

2.4I DIFFUSION EFFECTS IN HIGH-TEMPERATURE CREEP

Creep In a particular material depends directly on the diffusion

mechanism that predominates under prevailing thermal, mechanical and

morphological conditions:

S- Cf(T,o,d)D [2.13

Here the steady-state strain rate c equals the product of a

morphochemophysical constant C and a function of absolute temperature T,
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applied stress a and grain size d as well as the pertinent diffusion

ooeffioient D - D0 exp(-Q/RT) involving frequency factor D0 , activation

energy Q and the gas constant R.

The diffusion assignation to this point appears rather -- diffuse. But

the lack of definition derives from the'gamut of diffusion processes

available in a simple metal. Over ten years ago Ojostein presented an

experimentally verified diffusion-ooefficient order for FCC metals [2.58):

Exemplary values at half the absolute melting temperature (0.5T7) for the

logarithm of the diffusion coefficient (m2/sec) are approximately -19 for

FCC lattices, -14.7 for FCC dissociated dislocations, -12.2 for FCC grain

boundaries as well as for undissociated dislocations and -11.4 for FCC

surfaces. The GJostein inverted- honol ogous- ten per atur e correlations average

diffusion-ooefficient data for a wide variety of metals, surfaces and large-

angle gratn boundaries . Here "undissociated" refers to results for edge-

dislocation entities on small-angle tilt boundaries without partial

dislocations as well as stacking-fault ribbons which characterize the term

"dissociated" [2.59].

Thus for temperatures considerably below Tm diffusion coefficients for

surfaces, grain boundaries, undissociated then dissociated dislocations and

finally lattices, respectively, satisfy the following expression.

Da > Db a Dd,n > Dd~ d > DL [2]

Although this general order derives from FCC results it probably represents

other crystal structures generically. In fact the O.5Tm value for the BCC

log Db is about -13.4. However the apparent lack of stacking faults in DCC

dislocations presumably precludes Dd,d leaving only Dd,u or just Dd to

d€ ~
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symbolize dislocation-core or pipe diffusion D For solid solutions
p

interdiffusion of solute atams also requires an appropriate diffusivity Di.

So equation [1] Invites the assignment of the dominant diffusion coefficient

or coefficients with subsequent utilization of the pertinent preceding

subscripts such as D - Dto exp(-QI/RT) for lattice or intragranular

transport.

D often appears as Dv denoting "volume diffusion" and rationally

connoting vacancy diffusion: Migrations by vacancies (Schottky defects),

interstitialcies (Frenkel defects) and position exchange offer possibilities

for self or substitutional diffusion as opposed interstitial diffusion of

inordinately small particles. Of course generation of interstitialcies

yield a like number of vacancies which in turn promote vacancy diffusion.

And as implied and supported by experimental findings lattice diffusion

-occurs primarily through vacancy effects.

But Balluffi reaches a similar conclusion for "Grain Boundary Diffusion

Mechanisms in Metals, "the subject of his 1982 Institute of Metals Lecture

(59):

This lecture will attempt to review our current
knowledge of the atomistic mechanisms responsible
for these grain boundary diffusion phenomena.
Relevant aspects of the structure of grain
boundaries and the point and line defects which may
exist in grain boundaries are described first. The
important experimental observations are then
discussed. Diffusion models are then taken up, and
it is concluded that the atomic migration occurs by
a point defect exchange mechanism which, in at least
the vast majority of boundaries in simple metals,
most likely involves grain boundary vacancies. The
grain boundary sources and/or sinks required to
support divergences in the atomic (vacancy) fluxes
are grain boundary dislocations. Phenomena
therefore occur which resemble the Kirkendall Effect
in the bulk lattice in certain respects. Additional
topics are discussed which include effects df
boundary structure on boundary diffusion and the
question of whether or not boundary diffusion is
faster along migrating than stationary boundaries.



And in addition to the importance of grain-boundary as well as lattice

transport in the lov.-creep region, vacancy diffusion along the cores of

dislocations su~pports recovery processes such as viscous glide and

dislocation climb in the intermediate-creep range [2.47).

However a pipe todel also appears best adapted to predict small-angle

boundary diffusion (2.603. Peterson [2.61) supports this observation with

experimental data E2.60,2.62 to 2.66) In his 1983 paper on "grain-boundary

diffusion in metals." And of course he agrees with Balluffi that

dissociated dislocations and stacking faults are relatively ineffective

diffusion paths compared with their undissociated counterparts. Evidence

favors "a rather well localized vacancy" activity in a three-dimensional

process for the appropriate dislocation-core-diffusion modelling

[2.64,2.65). Peterson also asserts that "the effective width of a boundary

for grain-boundary diffusion is about two atomic planes. Gleiter computed

such grain-boundary dislocation widths and reveals that separate-dislocation

modeling applies only for boundaries with orientation dependencies of energy

such as small-angle geometrien [2.67) -- although Turnbull and Hoffman

indicate applicabilities to 160 or possibly 281" [2.60). Peterson also

observes that diffusion al.ong moving grain boundaries apparently can be

orders of magiitude greater than along stationary ones. And he discusses

grain-boundary-diffusion impurity effects with special attention to

segregation.

Thus very important diffusion effects on creep involve solute, additive

and/or impurity segregation at lattice Interruptions such as dislocations,

grain boundaries and surfaces. Diffusion driven by chemical-potential

gradients segregates foreign elements within the primary metal. Then those

"C' , +• • -, , ,'+ - •+" ' 'I• + " •V• ' ++ . . + -

(•+ .. ' "1 +'+++ m '++••-++ ++ + " ++++• +-• + • P+'+++P-++'++
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segregated materials afteot lattice, dialocation and grain-boundary

diffusion ;rooesses which in turn Influer~e creep [2.68):

Caes of retarded Herring-Nabarro creep are analyzed
in terms or the efficacy of grain boundaries as
sources and sinks for vacancies: strongly bound
segregant atoms at grain boundaries affeot the
mobility of defeats and hence control the operation
of vacancy sources. Recently, observations have
been made on the effect of strongly segregating
solutes on grain boundary diffusivity. such
behavior influences Coble creep rates, producing a
general retardation. Here we assess the magnitude
of the effect induced by various surface active
species on grain boundary dit'fusivity and
consequently on Coble creep; predictions show that
in general, small mounts of highly surface active
Impurities induce a remarkable inhibition of this
form of creep.

Here Hondros and Henderson [2.68] point to a mechanism capable of exerting

profound influences not only on creep-research results but also on the

ultimate development, production, fabrication and positive or negative

performanoe of ultralloys.

Exemplary of this observation is the extreme segregation of exceedingly

low overall concentrations of oxygen to grain boundaries in VIA-group

metals--and the resultant embrittlement [2.69 to 2.71). In this vein

Honeycombe [2.69] discusses impressive effects of "micro-alloying" to

increase not only creep strength but also ductility and recrystallization

resistance. This was the subject Honeycombe (Goldsmiths' Professor of

Metallurgy, Cambridge University) treated in his "Commemorative Lecture by

the Twenty-Eighth Gold Medalist of the Japan Institute of Metals" in Tokyo

on April 2, 1983. So the importance of these implications are certainly

appreciated internationally. In fact the well-known Soviet expert on

ultralloys Savitsky [2.9, 2.28, 2.29] dwelled on the strong influences of

* fractions of an atomic percent of hafnium and zirconium carbides on the
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"phase oomposition, structure, and properties of vaouum-melted W-

C(ZrHf,NbTaRe) alloys In his invited" lecture held on the 9th Plansee

Seminar, Reutte, 1977" [2.72]: "It has been established that high

mechanical properties of tungsten alloys at tamperatureb up to 2000-25000C

are associated with the formation of dispersed, thermodynamioally stable

preoipitates of high-melting-point Me carbides or Me-C complexes." Savitaky

et alii emphasized gratifying results for very small quantities of suoh

carbides in W,Re ultralloys: "ZrC and HfC formation in W alloys radically

(by 300-6000) shifts the onset of structural ohanges upon recrystallization

into the high-temperature region." And because reorystallization is a

diffusion-oontrolled phenomenon of course the previously mentioned

accompanying increases in creep strength are also very substantial.

Before departing this section on "diffusion effects in high-temperature

creep" two sources for lattice, grain-boundary and surface diffusion

coefficients deserve mentioning. The pertinent references [2.73 and 2.7T4

both originated with Rice et alii in the Brown University Division of.

Engineering. And in addition to Acts Metallurgica they appear in

Perspectives in Creep Fracture edited by Ashby and Brown of the Cambridge

University Engineering L.aboratories [2.75].

2.5 GENERIC CREEP

High-temperature creep like recrystallization proceeds through

thermally activated processes such as diffusion in the inexorable drive

toward reduction of the total free energy G [2.71, 2.76, 2.77). Perhaps

better terminology for the Gibbs function G is "thermodynamic potential" or

"free enthalpy" [2.78 to 2.80):

G - H - TS U - TS + PV -F +PV (2.3)
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with enthalpy H, absolute temperature T, entropy S, Internal energy U,

pressure P, volues V and Helmholtz function F also sailed "work content" or

again "free energy."

In any event -A0 equals the net or available work for an isothermal

reversible change -- or under such conditions the maximum work at constant

temperature WT minus the external work of expansion against a oonstant

pressure PAVt

0 -TW - PAV - H- TAS(2.)

And in systems involving other than P,V work effects those intens.ve and

extensive quantities undergo replacement by or coordination with electric

intensity and polarization In capacitive effects, magnetic field and

magnetization in magnetic materials, electromotive force and charge in

electric cells, surface tension and area in superficial films as well as

tensile force and length in elongated wires.

But in usual chemical thermodynamics G - f(T,P,nl,nt,...) for. n1 ,nt,...

amounts of substances 1,2,... in the system phase yields a very important

partial molal property, the chemical potential p:

aG

P p,T,n 1 ,n,,... - Pi (2.5)

And component I tends to escape from regions of its higher chemical

potentials to regions of Its lower chemical potentials. Therefore chemical-

potential differences Indicate escaping or migrating tendencies of a system

constituent [2.81).

Adbittedly Fick's First Law for flow rate dN/c•t - -ADO c/•x and Fick's

Second Law ac/at - D0 ae/Wx1 pueport to describe diffusional effects

entireiy as functions of concentration c. However Fick's First and Second

C
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Laws fall to explain "uphill" diffusion that innreases rather than decreases

concentration -- such as grain-boundary segregation• Because, as previously

observed, diffusion is a thermally activated process dedicated to the

diminution of total tree enthalpy, atomb mirate in directions leading to

overall system equilibrium -- not necessarily to conoontration homogeneity.

And in a chemical system, equilibrium obtains when the chemical potential ot

each species is the am. througout.

Therefors the gradient of chemical potential 1U/3x not of concentration

dri yes diffusion:

dN/dt - - ADM BU/ax (2.6)

with the ohemical-potential diftusion coefficient D as a function of its

ooncentration counterpart D

D U - CD0 alnc/3u - CD cosAH/RT a1nc/aA (2.7)

Here u - u0 4 RTlna where UO - Ua for the pure component and activity a - Ye

with aotifity coefficient Y. Of course DO - D exp(-&H/RT) is the

&rrhenius diffusion-constant exprssion with frequency factor Do and

activation enthalpy Ak[. Thus as expected diffusion driven by chemical-

potential gradients grows exponentially with inc•reasing temperature. And

further geuneralization requires consideration of the total thermodynamic

potential. For example electronic migration depends on the sum of the

chemical potential and the motive (similar to th.e elect.ric potential) -- or(7

the total electrochemical potential of the electron phase [2.81). Scaled

mig'aticnal similarity prevails for ionic phases. Analogously, stress

concentrations promote vacancy movement and oountercurrent atcm flux. So

C
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dirtttionl effetts under generalized service conditions often become quite

complex.

And as the preceding section indicates, diffLuslon is a major factor In

hilh-tamperature creep. In reality several creep processes may proceed

effectively together -- in parallel and/or In series. Then the resultant

creep rate depende on the relationship of such meohanirts: i they occur

Independently the fastest process controls the overall creep rate. if they

operate In an Interdependent sequence the slowest mechanIas dictates the
O

creep rate (2.82). Langdon et al1l further define metallic creep behaviors

as class M and class A [2.833, Class N Is characteristic of pure metals

where several processes proceed Independently resulting in higher powers of

stress dependency for higher strain rates. Class A characterizes solid-

solution alloys and "designates a different behavior observed only under

certain oonditions" C2.03]. In the Intermediate stress rang olass-H-to-A

as well as class-A-to-M transitions occur when limiting conditions are met.

In addition to solution effects, precipitate and dispersion strengthening

exert profound Influences on creep characteristics of metals. But these

modifications progress toward great creep complexity which Is reality In

many situations Involving Impurities as well as additives.

From a much simpler viewpoint typical pure metal creep curves depict

the time trace of strain during plastic deformation caused by prolonged

loading: Generally the c, t plot begins with instantaneous elastic

elongation. Then a transient or primary stage occurs with initially high,

then decreasing creep while the metal hardens and develops stress-dependent

substructures. Next a steady-state or secondary stage obtains with a

constant creep rate and essentially stable substructures. Finally the
0
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runaway or teritiary stage prevails often with rain-boundary-cavity and

neck formations followed by ultimate falure.

Such creep aharaoteriatlos correlate well against homologous

temperatures T/T . Because various thermally activated processes increase

solid-partiale freedom culminating in fusion, their ascendancy tesperaturas

gauged against the melting point Tm imply activation energies ror those

mechanims. Thus in creep effects thermally aetivated influences remain

mall below - 0.3T. "Creep becomes an important deformation mechanism

above 0.3-0.5 T " [2.8111. Although creep-activation energies (Q'as) often

plateau between 0.2 and 0.4 Tm, depending on strain rates, these levels

generally fall below those for self diffusion Qed's [2.37, 2.85). Generally

Q0 Ia approximate Qad' a for metals from In to W, metal halides and oxides

(citations in 37) at tomperatures higher than 0.4 to 0.5 Tm -- again

depending on strain rate or stress. In this upper region approaching T"M

Q.oa tend to rise slightly with increasing T because of the decreasing

elastic modules !: Actually logrittmic plots of Z/Ded versus alE eoffact

tighter correlations than their c, a counterparts in general [2.373.

These generalizations engender 'amiliarity with "generic creep," which

of course can produce both positive and neoative results. But the following

40 section on particular creep effeots should compensate somewhat for the

preceding general approach.

2.6 SPECIFIC CREEP

An interesting creep definition arrives here as a quotation of a

paraphrastio observation by Hurr [2.77): "As Ashby pointed olt [2.863 the

total creep process may be regarded either as deformation by grain boundary

sliding with diffusion maintaining the integrity of the inter'face, or as

deformation by mass transport with grain boundary sliding accommodating the

C ~A~~~A.
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inompatibilities which would otherwise appear in the interface." In any

event, more specifically, in any creep event the applied stress a deforms

the subject material elment at a characteristic strain rate ;. For one-

percent deformation in about a third at century ; - 10"11 seoond 1, which is

* a reasonable expectation in many applications. But much creep testing and

experience develop strain rates many orders at magiltude taster than 10"11

&en-1second".

• Traditionally, graphic creep presentations display the logarithm ot

over about ten oyoles against the logaritht of o over about throe cycles --

although the final stage of creep often spens many orders ot ; mallitude

* itself. Tradition also diotates dividing creep stress into low,

intermediate and high regimes -- with the rate of Increasing ; growing

greater In each successive division for pure metals. To this point no

O compelling rationale for thwarting such customs has arisen.

2.6.1 Low-Stress Creep

-* 2.6.1.1 Nabarro, Herring Creep

Nabarro, Herring creep [2.38, 2.39] results directly from stress-

intenslified vacancy mirating trom rain boundaries under tension to others

* under compression. This low-stress small-gpain intragranular transport

phenomenon precludes diffusion-aommodated dislocation movement but more

aptly approximates Newtonian viscous-fluid behavior. Additional detailed

*• descriptions of Nabarro, Herring creep appear In references 2.37, 2.47, 2.76

as well as 2.38 and 2.39 which provide an appropriate expression for the

steady-state strain rate:

e CNIb su -_/RT

- u- D,~e (2.8)

C
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The symbols are those given for equations [2.1] and [2.2] with the addition

of Boltmann's constant k and the Burgsrs vector b [2.80].

Nabarro, Herring creep depends on rain bounwdaries sources and sinks

of vaoanoies but on lattice or volume diffusion. Thum as might be expected

the Nabarro, Herring meo•hmnim dominates low-stress creep for small grain

sims In the high-tamperature regions.

2.6.1.2 Coble creep

- Coble creep [2.403 rises in importance as temperatures decrease for

low-stress small-grain metals. Now rapid diffusion along the grain

boundaries predominates over the such greater dIffusional areas available to

0 intraranular or lattice transport. And Coble creep proceeds in accordance

with the following equation.

0 'CC bo a _Qb/RT(29
* -=f Dboe (2.9)

So Coble and Nabarro, Herring creep become equivalent at a temperature

Influenced strongly by the difference In lattice and pi'ain-boundary

diffusion activation energies (eq. (2)):

Qi - Qb
T - (2.10)

R[ CNH D to d

And of course in the region where both contribute significantly as well as
C

Independently equations (2.8) and (2.9) combine effectively:

ba D -Q I/RT b -Qb/RT(

- . .(CNHDoe ()CcDboe )(2.11)

e
€ 7,~ ~.
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This expression aSpin emphasizes that reducing grain slzs Increases these

torus of low-stress creep and favors Coble deformation in partioular.

2.6.1.3 Harper Dorn Creep

Harper, Dorn creep [2.423 in contrast deletes r'ain-size dependence and

applies well for deforming single-crystal, bicrystal and large-prained

metals at low stresses:

CHbo _Qt/r1

C - -No' ' (2.12)

Equations (2.8) and (2.12) predict a transition from Nabarro, Herring to

Harper, Dorn creep In a critical grain-size range [2.47T:

CNH 1/2

d-( ) b 1.5 x 10 b (2.13)
HD

* In turn eqs. (2.9) and (2.12) indicate a change trom Coble to Harper, Dorn

creep at

* d - b( C -D bo) ) . 1.1 x 104 b2" 3 (6Db/D )1 / 3  (2.14)
CHD D oa

where 6 i s the grain-boundary width [2.T47 2.873. Langdon et aili estimate

* that Harper, Dorn creep prevails typically above grain sizes of 300 to 500

Um [2.47, 2.883 with substructures of uniformly randomly distributed

dislocations in densities independent of stress and with no evident

subgrains [2.47, 2.89).

C
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2.6.2 Intermediate-Stress Creep

2.6.2.1 Low-Temperature Creep Accompanied by Dialocation Climb.

Low-temperature creep accommodated by dislocation climb depends on pipe

diffusion which is considerably more rapid than lattice transport at lower

thermal levels (eq. (2.2)). And in addition to its reduced energy of

activation, pipe diffusion occurs through the Lntragranular dislocation

density which Increases with the second power of applied stress [2.90). So

low-temperature intermediate'stress oreep with dislocation-climb

accommodation exhibits the greatest stress dependency in its range:

CLTCbG' .,Qd/RT

-- O - D Doe (2.15)

This effect eventuates as stress increases toward the upper limit of the

*4) intermediate range at temperatures near 0.5 Te. Of course "low" and "high"

temperature designations here are relative, referring to extremes for

elevated-temperature deformation.

2.6.2.2 High-Tmperature Creep with Dislocation-climb Accommodation

High-temperature creep with dislocation-climb accommodation connotes

the ascendancy of vacancy diffusion through the lattice. As previously

noted this steady-state strain rate obtains with the attainmenft of a

persisting arrangement of relatively uniform subgrains. Within the

subgrains which vary in size inversely with a the dislocation density again
e

increases with qa similar to its intragranular counterpart in low-

tiwaperature deformktion with climb recovery [2.91). But because volume

vacancy diffusion prevails the dislocation-density effect is extraneous In

the stress exponent of the creep-rate equation:
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C HTC bo' -Qt/RT

This expression applies not only to pure metals but also to solid-solution

alloys deforming with dislocation-climb accommodation.

* 2.6.2.3 Low-Temperature Creep with Viscous Glide

Low-tmperature creep with viaoous glide is a solid-solution postulate

of Langdon, "but in practice this low-temparature behavior has not been

* reported experimentally" [2.47). In "viscous glide" "the rate of

dislocation motion is dictated by the velocity with which solute atoms can

be dragged along with the dislocations" [2.37). In any event if such a

0 process were dependent on vacancy diffusion along dislocation cores within

the graina the intragranulaw-dlalooation-density proportionality to a' would

again Increase the applied-stress exponent over that for high-temperature

* dislocation glide. Then the low-temperature viscous-glide postulation

becomes the following equation.

* LTG W Ddo di• (2.17)

Apparently, "although in principle there is also the possibility of

? diffusion along the dislocation cores at low temperatures," the effect is

negligible in "the viscous glide of dislocations with solute atom

atmospheres."

2.6.2.4 High-Temperature Creep with Dislocation Glide

High-temperature creep with dislocation glide, however, develops in

solid-solution alloys:

C
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SiHTO W QZi/RT
R G - Ir Djio * (2.18)

There only dislocation climb accommodates intermediate-stress deformation.

But both climb and glide mechanisms operate in metallic solid solutions. In

fact Langdon et alil indicate these are sequential phenomena leading to

process transitions within the intermediate-stress range for solid-solution

creep [2.47,2.83,2.92,2.93). By equating (2.16) and (2.18), correlating the

result with experimental data [2.92] and determining the stress at which

"gliding dislocations break away from their solute-atom atmospheres (2.93)

they bracket the viscous-glide regime: "It follows that class A behavior

with n - 3 (stress power) is restricted in solid-solution alloys to a range

of normalized stresses which is given by

kT 1 1/2 1 1/2 Gb 3/2 a W'c

(2.19)

where * - 3 x 10-7." Also e is the solute, solvent size difference; c,

solute conoentv-ation; D, solute-atom interdiffusion coefficient; r, solid-

solution stacking-fault energy; and incidentally * is a dimensionless

constant estimated from the experimental data (AI,5% Mg at 827K) as

"- 3 x 10-7; subsequent analyses...have yielded values for * of - 2 x 10-7."

So Langdon et alii establish transitions from high-temperature climb to

viscous glide, then back to the dislocation-climb mechanism again -- all

-- within the intermediate-stress region for solid-solution creep.

2.6.3 High-Stress Creep

"The high-stress range...is not well understood .... high-stress creep

begins where the power law breaks down.... Creep data at high stresses will

generally give a linear relation when plotted as log ; against stress ....

€
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The resulting slope is a strong function of the material....the start of the

upsweep of the creep rate...is independent of the material being

investigated. Although possibly entirely unrelated it is of interest to

note that this particular relation, L/D - 10', was proposed by Cottrell

[2.941 as the criterion for the occurrence of the Portevin-Le Chatelier

effect (serrated stress-strain curves) in interstitially alloyed body-

centered-cubic metals; in this case D is the diffusion coefficient of the

* interstitial atom.... It would also appear that contemporary creep theories

cannot explain why high stress creep begins at a creep rate equal to 10D."

These 1968 observations by Sherby and Burke [2.371 apparently still apply.

• Little additional information accrued in the interim -- although Sherby et

alii published results in 1980 indicating that above the power-law

breakdown, normalized creep rates grow exponentially with stress through up

to fifteen orders of magnitude [2.95).

In 1981 Langdon stated [2.471, "At high stresses there is an

exponential dependence on stress of the form

• ' exp(Ba) (2.19)

where B is a constant, p - 0 (grain-size exponent) because the deformation

process relates to a lattice mechanism, and the activation energy is of the

order of the value for lattice self-diffusion Q1 ." But in 1983 Langdon

commented [2.47), "In addition pipe diffusion tends to dcminate under these

('power-law breakdown') conditions so that the activation energy is closer

to Qp than Q ." He also cited "speculations" on high-stress creep

[2.45,2.46) and emphasized its incipience:

S/G - 2 x 10-3 (91) and c/D 10 cm-2 (44) (2.20)

WV(0
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Thus probably because of a lack of practical interest in powee-law breakdown

i* the 1968 observations by Sherby and Burke apparently still apply.

Grain-Boundary Sliding

In contrast to the neglected power-law-breakdown technology grain-

boundary sliding attracts much attention [2.53 to 2.57) -- particularly in

reiation to intergranular-cavity nucleation, growth and inteWation to

macrocrack formation with propagation eventuating in fracture C2.54 to

2.56, 2.73 to 2.75). To explain cavity production reference 56 details

finite-element analyeas that determine stress concentrations at hard rain-

boundary-particle apices and triple-grain Junctions in allcys creeping with

low grain-boundary-sliding resistance, typical above 0.4 Tm . However for

general purposes "an evaluation of deformation models for grain-boundary

sliding" seems appropos [2.53): 3uch a dtscussion precludes intragranular

processes independent of grain-boundary mechanisms. Either the grain-

boundary effects take the form of creep that elongates grains in the

tensile-stress direction with lattice [2.38,2.39] and/or grain-boundary

[2.40] vacancy diffusion -- "grain-boundary sliding with diffusional

accommodation" [2.96) termed lifshitz sliding [2.53,2.97). Or they manifest

as grains slipping past each other, communicating through their mutual

boundaries, without granular distortion -- termed Rachinger sliding

[2.53,2.97).

C, 2.6.4.1 Intrinsic Sliding

Intrinsic sliding involves basically only two primary plane surfaces

unimpeded by secondary granular effects such as triple-grain junctions

(triple points). This model applies in a strict sense only to bicrystals

sliding either on surface irregularities such as ledges or through boundary

.0_t
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processes such as dislocation Olimb and Slide. For grain-boundary sliding

accommodated by materials transport between ledges Ashby et alit ;rovidm an

appropriate expression for the intrinsic velocity va [2.96, 2.98, 2.992:

86b'r 86br
Va - k D b j Db(aa h * atomic height) (2.21)

with previously defined symbols except shear stress r and ledge height h.

For such intrinsic Lifahitz sliding Langdon and Vastava observe that "this

*O type of flow is adequately modeled for polyorystalline materials by the

theories of Nabarro-Herring and Coble for diffusion reep, and it does not

in general lead to cavity formation" [2.531o

* More Important in processes leading to fracture is Intrinsic Rachinger

sliding involving dislocation glide and climb in boundaries hindered by the

steps there [2.100):

WGb' * 2/3(1+tane cotY) 6br
vs - Dm+( xtan)otY -D (2.22)

3 x ana otYkT

where # Is reciprocal dislocation spacing; 2, atomic volume (-b'); x,

diffusion-path length (1Obb with boundary-dislocation Burgers vector bb); C

and " are angles orienting the boundary and axis of rotation. For sliding

through dislocation climb only the boundary-plane shear-strain rate Ybs

results from another model [2.101]:

2 bs j pdbkT Db 
(2.23)

with jog concentration ci, moving grain-boundary-dislocation density %pd

number of b~s in the dislocation-climb distance for each added atom

[ 2.1 to 2.10) and a constant for bb orientation relative to the boundary

C(-0-5).
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Although intrinsic sliding is a Newtonian viscous process the indicated

* unit stress exponents are generally greater' experimentally than this

theoretical value [2.53,2.101).

2.6.4.2 Extrinsic Sliding

Extrinsic sliding in contrast applies to polyorysatlline materials and

therefore includes secondary granular effects such as acoommodation at

triple grain Junctions [2.49, 2.53, 2.102 to 2.108). Folding at triple

points often accommodates grain-boundary sliding as described by Gifkins

[2.1023:

- y~ba~'

C•b3 " 2 c + kd%-.. Di (2,24)

Here C is "the constant In the standard rate equationr for lattice creep by

dislocation climb," 3'.'w1/8b1 .'NO.5 for "climb at the head of dislocation0
pileups" and -1/6wor'*N°." for "climb at multipoles" with N as the

active-dislocation-source number density [2.49,2.53,2.1033. F 1s a triple-

point-sliding stress-concentration factor; y, the triple-potnt-fold width;

and 4, the subgrain size equal to AbO/a with another constant A [2.53].

Incorporating this A equivalent Langdon suggests another version of (2.24):

S~yb'oas.s
I bs " 2C FFA k D (2.25)

Thus the activation energy for this extrinsic-sliding model is that for

lattice self-diffusion (DI - D to exp(-QLIRT)).

Gifkins, author of (2.24), collaborated with Raj and Ashby in the

development of (2.21) which Crossman and Ashby modified to apply to

polycrystalline boundary sliding with intragranular plastic-flow

accommodation [2.104]]:

(
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be a 3 Db b (2.26)

Here the activation energy i that for grain-boundary diffusion

(Db- Dbo exp(-Qb/RT)). Oifkins [2.1053 asserts that another solution to

this prcblwr based on grain-boundary coherency [2.106) lacks experimental

applicability -- perhaps because it is a limiting versior, of the model

[2.53,2.107). In any event Ashby at al1 have contributed heavily to grain-

boundary-aliding teohnology.

However an early unique contribution from Langdon provides an

expression for polyorystalline sliding accommodated by grain-boundary

cavitation and cracking [2.108):

b~ao

'be - cc W DO (2.27)

This equation and (2.26) indicate gr ain-boundary-sliding rates inversely

proportional to grain size; (2.25) shows the reciprocal of squared grain

size. And the stress exponent varies fraon one through two to 3.5 (or 4.5).

In this vein Langdon states [2.53), "Published experimental results on

grain-boundary sliding are tabulated, and it is shown that there are wide

variations In apparent dependence of sliding on stress and temperature....it

is concluded that ncne of the models is entirely consistent with

experimental data."

2.7 CREEP EFFECTS IN DIFFUSIVE INTERGRANULAR CAVITATION

As previously stated, grain-boundary sliding is a primary process in

the nucleation, growth and coalescence of intergranular cavities. But to

properly assess the importance of boundary sliding Argon et alli provide

same background and context in their 1983 and '84 papers [2.55):

The mechanistic details of intergranular rracture
in creeping alloys have recently been critically
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assessed by Argon [w.543] Here ve will be
interested only In the mechanisms of cavity

* nucleation and growth....Since at elevated
temperatures point defeat concentrations and
mobilities are both high, cavity nucleation has
been considered as a classical nucleation process
of a vacant phase by the agglcmnration of vacancies
on stressed Interfaces. The theoretical models for

• such nucleation (2.109 to 2.111) result in a
reoiprocal time ; for cavity nucleation that is of
this form,

o ;oexp(-0G*/kT)
-(2w' 0Db/4/8/ 3 )exp( On/kT)exp(exp-AO /kT) (2.28)

where r* and AG are the radius and tree energy of
the critical size cavity at its saddle point

* conftiguration, nucleated under local normal stress
a at temperature T and where D 6 Is the linear
dpffusive conductance of the grai boundary...0 the
atmic volume.... These threshold stresses are of
the same order as the cohesive strength of high
quality interfaces at low temperatures that need to
be reached In ductile fracture to form cavities
[2.111,2.1123. Thus the formation of cavities at
elevated tinperatures is not sipmifloantly relaxed.
Similar results can be obtained for other metals
and for ceramics C2.1133. Since the service
stresses at which intergranular fracture occurs are

• more than a factor of 20 lower , It is neoessary to
conclude that stress concentrations are needed to
oavitate a grain boundary. Grant and coworkers
E2.114,2.1153 have demonstrated experimentally that
intergranular cavitation required both grain
boundary sliding and grain boundary particles, that
cavities form preferentially at grain boundary
particles, and that when particles are scrupulously
removed, cavities do not form even though boundary
sliding is present.

So intergranular cavitatLon requires stress concentration that results from

grain-boundary sliding over hard graLn-boundary particles. But

polycrystalline grain-boundary sliding alone, over inherent triple points,

fails to generate cavities.

With these salient observations Argon et alii attacked the problem of

stress condentration during 3rain-boundary sliding [2.56,2.111,2.116]. They
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analyzed "two apparent sources at intergranular stress concentrationt

nondeformable irain-boundary particles and triple grain junctions both of

which have been amply demonstrated to be of importance in creep fracture

[2.117,2.118). We have discussed earlier C2.111] that these two problems

are ocmplementary In nature and In timing. While the first problem or

stress concentration around grain-boundary particles Is the dominant one, it

exists with full intensity only during short, translent period of rapid

sliding. The second problem oa stress ooncentration at triple grain

junctions, on the other hand, builds up gradually as the shear tractions on

slanted boundaries are reduced to zero. Both analysis E2.111) and

experiments [2.111,2.117] Indicate that the first problem is important in

cavity nualeation and the second In rapid coalescence of already-formed

cavities to form wedge cracks.... In the special case of modeling

Lntergranular cavitation that we are Interested in it Is necessary to apply

some modifications to these stress fields by considering the stress-

smoothing effect of diffusional flow between portions of a boundary under

high tensile stress and adjacent portions under high ocmaressive stress"

[2.56].

Argon (2.55] gauges this "stress-smoothLng effect" against "a critical

diffusion length [2.112)":

L - (Dbaboae/kTc)1 3  (2.29)

Needleman and Rice [2.74] "show that coupling between creep and diffusion

can be expressed in terms of a stress and tmperature dependent material

length scale L Introduced by Rice (2.119), where" the expression is

identical to eq. (29). They assert that "when the length L is

large...ccompared to cavity radius (a) and half-spacing (b), plastic creep

!ee e-J
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flow effects can be neglected. On the other hand...when L. Is mall compared

to the spacing, coupled creep-diffusion effects are important, and the ratio

eoa cavity growth rate to the prediction basedon the rigid-grains (Hull-

Rimer) model Is found to be a rapidly increasing function of the ratio

a/L." Also argon observed that "it must be concluded that cavity formation

in distinctly favored near the apex regions of grain boundary particles

provided that these particles are of a sue in excess of the critical

diffLusion length so that the stress concentrations cannot be effectively

leveled down by diffusional flow around the particles" [2.553.

So eq. (2.29) predicts the incipience of nucleation and of plastic-

oreep-flow influence on the growth of int*ergranular cavities: Thus the

Argon, Rice diffusion-length expression appears to be an important tool in

the technology development for grain-boundary cavitation.

Creation of cavity nuclei eludes detailed experimental verification

because characteristic nucleation diameters approximate 2 x 10-9 meoter -

about ten crystal-ionic diameters. And the smallest cavities detected with

more or less. conventional microscopy are about 10-7 meter [2.54,2.553. In

Sfact nucleation radii are quite close to the grain-boundary-segregation

thickriess for oxygen in commercial molybdenum which required as imaging atcm

probe with a high-resolution time-cf-flight spectrometer for elucidation.

But such field-ionization-microscopic techniques seem s3mewhat unadaptable

to creeping cavitation studies [2.69,2.70J.

Another complication in cavity-nucleation observation is the tendency

of nuclei to grow very rapidly because of elastic dilation in the stress

concentrations at the generating apices of grain-boundary particles: An

order of magnitude cavity-size increase resulting in abrupt stress-

I, concentration reduction is a reasonable estimate (2.553. So the probability
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ot freexing-in nucleation for later didmection and submiorosoopio Inspection

is low. However many detailed studies or other nuclei-generating processes

*} are also difficult. Tout au oontraire cavity-growth investigations seem

considerably simpler. But Argon stated in 1983 [2.553, "In spite of much

success in understanding of cavity growth that has evolved over the past

* decade, there are still large disorepanoies between experiment and theory

that require attntion."

Thus although a detailed accounting of progress in grain-boundary-

cavitation technology appears unwarranted In this general paper, further

appraisals in the near future should prove very illuminating.

2.8 ANOTHER GRAIN-BOUNDARY-SLIDING MANIFESTATION: SUPERPLASTICITY

Superplasticity enables alloys to extend hundreds even thousands of

percent without failure or even necking down. Because such deformation

capability offers obvious processing advantages, If It is precluded under

service conditionb, the USSR Investigated superplasticity intensively

beginning in the mid 1940's. Suviet scientists and engineers published

numerous papers and reference books on this phenomenon. Finally after

publications of surveys of the USSR work the US became interested in

superplast•oity In the 1960's. By now reviews of this technology each

containing well over a hundred referential citations arm commonplace

[2.120,2.121).

In the latter John Gittus (United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority,

Harwell), Editor-in-Chief of "The International Journal of Structural

Mechanics and Materials Science," presents a simple informative 1983

description (2.121 ]:

... Superplasticity is a widespread phenomenon
exhibited by very many metals and alloys. Indeed
it is probably possible to produce the superplastic
state in most common alloy systems. The prime

.C
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requirment Is a ffne stable grain size which can
be produced in two main ways,
a) By pinning the grain boundaries, for example

with a fine precipitate.
• b) By having about 50% ot a second phase present in

a finely distributed form. The grain size at
equilibria Is then approximately equal to the
size of the second phase rartioles.

Deformation In superplastic materials occurs by a
mechanism which is quite distinct from the

* homogeneous straining process that characterizes
normal flow. In the latter case.,.every grain
exhibits the same strain as the polyorystal In
which it Is situated; grains do not change partners
during deformation by homogeneous flow. By
contrast in the superplastio process the grains or
particles of the alloy flow like grains Of sand In
an hourglass. Individual grains make fluctuating
changes in shape so as to prevent the formation of
voids at the grain boundaries. But even after very
large deformations the grains do not elongate and
remain more or less in the same equiaxed state as
at the beginning of deformation. Instead of
deforming the grains slide over one another, and it
is this process of heterogenous straining which
causes the material to be in the same state after a
large deformation as it was initially. As there
has been little significant change in state there
is no particular reason why rupture should
supervene even after very large extensions. In
many fine-grained single-phase suprplastic alloys
the deformation process Is very simple. It seems
to involve sliding at the grain boundaries by the
movement of grain boundary dislocations. The
formation of grain boundary voids is prevented by
the omb of boundary dislocations on certain

-facets of the grains. Deposition of matter onto
the climbing dislocations permits the small changes
in shape that are needed to accommodate mismatch at
the boundaries of grains that are translating
relative to one another.

Langdon quantifies the "fine stable grain size" requirement as "typically

(but not necessarily) less than aboW, 10 mn in size" C2.120].

Both Gittus and Langdon mention an often-referenced expression for

superplastic stress a as the product of a constant and the strain rate

Sraised to a power m ("the strain-rate sensitivity"):

o - Kcm (2.30)

(-
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Of course K Is dot a constant but rather a complex function which Includes

at the very least the temperature dependency. In any event (30) is

equivalent to the power law from creep technology f • f(T, n...) where
-1

A more general superplastiolty form for a and 0 phases (exemplary or

brass) appears in the Qittus review well-referenoed to Suery [2.121,2.12238

on ,Qo/RT
eS

A • (2.31)

oB

Here "A is a constant"; LV, the B-phase grain size; QB9 "the activation

energy (apparent)"; and other symbols are as previously noted. The global

law of behavior is then written

;ga h(a) a •-Q/0IRT

where if g(a) (h(m)) is a function of the proportion of a phase

h(a) - Ag0g(a) " (2.33)

For Cu,Zn alloys with 58 to 61% Cu and volume fractions of a phase from ý. .24

to 0.71 at 600C Gittus modifies (2.32) yielding

b) a e -115+10(kJ mole- 1 K-1 )/RT

In a later section Gittus proposes a "model for superplastic deformation of

brass" based on a dislocation climb mechanism controlled by

diffusion a,0 interfaces rather thdn 0 grain boundaries [2.121,2.122]:

C,
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• 2blal -Q /•r

- D*o 0 (2.35)

Here the subscript I denotes interfacial diffusional characteristics.

Equation (2.35) resembles the gmneralized equations for creep and for

grain-boundary sliding. Accordingly Langdon conoludes with considerable

.-eferential support, "Microscopic evidence indicates ecue intragranular

dislocation activity in the superplastic region 1I, but the dominant

deformation mechanism appears to be grain boundary sliding." He tabulates

and plots much experimental data to verify his viewpoint. He also observes

[2.1233, "It Is now firmly established that superplastic materials exhibit

very high elongations to failure over rather limited ranges of strain rate
which are typically in the vicinity of 10-3 ' '0"2."1

to 10 S , and there is

reduction in fracture strains at both lower and high strain rates." In a

subsequent paper on superplastic flow Langdon states (2.124), "Within region

* II most of the experimental data indicate a stress exponent (n) close to 2,

an exponent (p) of the Inverse grain size close to 2 and a activation energy

(Q) close to the value for grain boundary diffusion Q b" So eq. (2.35)

appears prototypically reasonable in form and numbers as a description of

the superplastic manifestation of grain-boundary sliding.

2.9 COUNTERACTING CREEP

Perhaps the most obvious and possibly the most difficult method to

reduce creep is through the use of thermomechanically critical elements each

constructed entirely of a single crystal. Of course such monocrystalline

entities should operate with their minimum-creep directions aligned with the

maximum stress -- taking advantage of their morphological anisotropy. An

example of this application occurs in turbine blades produced as single

crystals.

M
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Another approach to decrease creep Involves utilization of materials

with high melting points. This too is quite obvious because of the use of

homologous temperatures (T/T.) in the general descriptions of creep and

solid-diffusion phenomena. Many papers on high-temperature deformation

begin with a phrase such as "typically at or above about 0.5Tm where Tm is

* the absoluite melting point" C2.47]. Thus among the high-melting metals W

(Tm- 3653K) and Re (Tm a 31453) excel as anticreep prospects.

Apparently the basic bonding configuration of W as well as Mo and Cr

also contributes to creep resistance: Transition metals especially those of

the VI-A group combine usual metallic interatomic bonds with covalent

components [2.11,2.125,2.126]. And covalent bonding greatly impedes

* dislocation motion, substantially enhancing creep resistance. Some

speculate dubitably that this facet of VI-A metals may increase brittleness

though either inherent covalent characteristics or heightened susceptibility

-) to impurity effects [2.11]. In any event the nature of interatomic bonding

is important in counteracting creep.

In this same vein a high activation energy for self-diffusion is of

* course effective in opposing creep through the inhibition of diffusional

capabilities -- reduction of self-diffusion coefficients. Apparently W

exhibits the highest activation energies for lattice and grain-boundary

self-diffusion of all metals [2.74,2.127). So in a general

thermophysicochemical sense W and W alloys appear to offer maximum metallic

creep resistance.

Much more generally solute, precipitation and dispersion strengthening

effects fortify creep resistance and often improve ductility while opposing

recrystallization. Solute atoms that concentrate at dislocations drag

against movements such as climb and glide and thereby reduce creep. Defect

C4
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atoms with high interaction energies are particularly effective in this

role. Solutes that cause greatest alterations in lattice parameters and

* shear moduli per fractional gram-atom addition are the most effective

solution strengtheners in general.

Precipitation strengthening with considerably loss than one percent of

* HfC in W ultralloys, solution strengthened by a few, several or more percent

Re, is the subject of many of the references cited in the introductory

section. HfC is a very stable,extrewely high-melting (>4100K precipitate.

_ Precipitating such coherent particles from molten solutions into very-low-

solubility states within the solidified-alloy matrix strengthens in

particular through increased opposition to movements of dislocations and

0 grain boundaries. However precipitates generally decrease in effectiveness

as they approach their solvi. Therefore very high solvus temperatures, very

low solubilities and very small component diffusional tendencies are

•0 desirable for materials providing precipitation strengthening.

A similar approach with higher-temperature capabilities relies on

dispersion strengthening with fine well-distributed particles of strong

• high-melting essentially insoluble materials. Excellent examples are ThO0

In W and W,Re alloys which are also referenced repeatedly in the

introductory section: "The dispersed phase commonly used with tungsten is

6 thorium dioxide, which thermodynamically is the most stable oxide" [2.128]

and "has a melting point of 3300 0 C which is the highest of all oxides"

[2.129]. Such particle dispersions reduce mobilities of grain boundaries,

subboundaries and dtislocations -- decreasing creep, increasing ductility and

raitsing recrystallization temperatures. But dispersing these particles

effectively is a problem. Of course dtspersoid size, spacing,

7%c0
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concentration, stability and other variables of microstructural and chemical

interactions influence creep-inhibiting capabilities r 2 . 130).

Conversion of deleterious segregated impurities to productive separate

phases through in situ reactions with micro-alloying agents offers a very

promising approach to creep inhibition [2.69,2.130). For example an imaging

atca probe reveals that 0 in commercial Mo drops from -2a/o at the grain

boundaries to several ppm about 1 nm into the grains [2.69,2.703. Such

segregation also occurs with C in metals [2.70). And in may oases overall

concentrations of these impurities measure only ten of parts per million --

but can exceed 100 ppm. Effects of these micro-impurities are often

profound: Exempli gratia, the most embrittling "interstitial" for VI-A

* metals (W, Mo and Cr) is C, then 0, next N and finally H [2.71). The order

reverses for VA metals (Ta, Nb and V). And numerous references indicate

that interstitial-impurity levels of C or 0 in W or Mo effect substantial

* property alterations. But very small additions of pure Th and/or Hf should

"getter" segregated 0 and C resulting in the "formation of a separate phase

with one or more of the alloying agents. The phase may be uniformly

distributed in the grains (not in this case) or preferentially nucleated at

dislocations, grain boundaries or interphase interfaces" [2.69]. So micro-

alloying of this type can convert harmfully segregated impurities into fine

stable high-melting dispersions strategically located to counteract creep,

inhibit recrystallization and yet improve ductility.

This method may also be effective in suppression of cavity nucleation.

Argon indicates [2.55], "Uniformly larger area fractions of particles on all

grain boundaries, i.e. reduced 1/p (particle spacing-to-size) ratios lower

the stress concentration and should retard cavity formation -- provided that

t all boundaries are uniformly and densely covered with particles. Since

C
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there is little current Understanding on how to govern such uniform

precipitation of hard spheres along grain boundaries, this possibility

* appears difficult to achieve." Of course the preceding paragraph proposes

such a particle distribution.

Thus this section discusses mechanisms for counteractin& not only creep

*U -- but also Intergranular cavitation.

S

S
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2.10 AN APPROACH TO DECREASED CREEP

Space-power growth aims at continuously increating temperature levels

that will eventually surmount the asymptotic oapaoilities of ultimate

materials. Therefore alloys that circumscribe the greatest potentialities

of metallic combinations to serve in apace will eventuate -- better sooner

than later and rather here than there.

The ultimate refractory metal for space applications is W: It offers

the highest metallic melting point, the highest recrystallization

temperature, the highest self-diffusion activation energies, partially

covalent bonding, the lowest vapor pressure...and great high-temperature

strength. Some point ý;o the higher W density as a detriment. But its much

greater strengths enable W to meet stress requirements at high temperatures

with less weight than its competitors. In general arguing rationally

against W as the primary space-ultralloy component is difficult, if not

impossible, and often humorous.

The most probable secondary metal is Re -- not only because of the

salubrious "rhenium effect" in W but also because it approaches W in

refractory metallic capabilities: Re is the next-highest-melti zg metal,

with great strength and a very low vapor pressure -- comparable with that of

Ta. Re also provides a-phase (-WRe) precipitation strengthening as well as

synergistic solution strengthening in W [2.35]. Of course Re also raises

the recrystallization temperature of W and improves its ductility

considerably especially with small amount of a-phase precipitation.

In addition to Re solution effects HfC precipitation strengthening and

Th2 dispersion strengthening separately are well known. They too increase

W and W,Re-alloy recrystallization temperatures and ductility. Ard their

synergistic effecý's warrant intensive investigation. But the use of pure Th

C
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and/or Hf in nearly stoichiometrio mounts to convert deleterious seregated

0 and C in W,Ro alloys into productive separate phases "preferentially

* nucleated at dislocations, grain boundaries or interphase interfaces"

requires immediate attention [2.32 to 2.35 and 2.130).

In powdered metallurgical methods very small quantities of

comparatively low-melting (1960K) Th (and/or Hf 2400K or Zr 2130K) might

serve to ohemioally activate sintering of W1, Re powders at g'eatly reduced

temperatures. During the sintering process the Th (and/or Hf or Zr) film

* would tend to spread over the W, Re-particle surfaces with their segregated

0 and C because of their great mutual affinities. [2.31 to 2.35 and 2.130).

And for the same reason of course the distributed Th (and/or Hf or Zr) would

Stend to getter these embrittling superficial impurities and deposit them in

very refractory separate-phase particles "preferentially nucleated at

dislocations, gran boundaries or interphase interfaces." Simultaneously,

* "gettering" grain-boundary-segregated and reacted 0 and C from the W

particles should liberate W metal from superficial oxide and carbide

compounds, increase its intergranular transport and thereby enhance its

* propensities to ainter (Balluffi, Coble...). But the resulting very

refractory Th (and/or Hf or Zr) oxide and carbide particles should also

strongly inhibit undesirable grain growth.

These mechanisms are of course not those proposed for conventional

chemically activated sintering postulated for the simple model of a pure

vctivator (Ni, Pd, Pt...) interacting predominantly intergranularly with

pure-refractory-metal particles [2.131 to 2.138). Based on this practically

unattainable idealization "the electron concentration concept predicts the

transition metals with nearly complete d electron subshells (i.e., Ni, Pd

and Pt (8, 10 and 9 electrons out of 10 maximally)) to be better sintering
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activators" [2.131, 2.132). Mechanistically "activated sintering of

refractory metals with certain transition metal additives occurs because the

additive lowers the energy barrier for refractory atom transport. The lower

activation energy results in increased diffusion of the refractory metal

through the additive. The additive remains segregated at the particle-

particle contact points because of the unipolar solubility relationship.

That is the refractory metal is soluble in the additive, but the additive is

relatively insoluble in the refractory metal. The segregated lower melting

4P additive provides a rapid short-circuit mass transport path throughout the

sintering process" [2.137].

This isolated idealized refractory-metal, activator-metal relationship

0 certainly simplifies theoretic considerations and prcvides heuristic value.

But W powder used In supporting experiments contained 73 ppm C, 180 ppm N

and 2090 ppm 0 [2.132); a later Mo powder contained 18 ppm C and 1258 ppm 0.

0 For such impurities extreme grain-boundary segregation is probable as

discussed in "Diffusion Effects In High-Temperature Creep." Also there the

"strong influences of fractions of an atomic percent" of additives,

0 impurities and reaction products on thermophysicochemical properties of

refractory alloys received brief but emphatic attention [2.61,2.68 to 2.72,

2.130).

Apparently segregated impurities and micro-alloying agents deserve if

not demand at least as much attention as pure refractory-metal, activator-

metal combinations. In fact P, S, Cu and even Ni "segregation to interphase

boundaries in liquid-phase sintered tungsten alloys" not only affect the

sintering process impressively but also weaken the resulting W, Ni, Cu and

W, Ni, Fe compactions [2.139). So although Th (and/or Hf or Zr) fail to

meet the pure-metal requirements of "nearly cosplete d electron subehells"
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(two d electrons each) and "of the Unipolar solubility relationship," they

offer solutions to some very practical problemas They getter the boundary

* segregated and reacted 0, C and other impurities that separate the nearly

pure refractory metal from any activator metal. And they provide

interfacially dispersed stable refractory-oompound precipitates.

• Amounts of ser'egated 0 and C to react with appropriately adjusted

quantities of Th (and/or Hf or Zr) might be varied in original melt

compositions (2.72) or by chemisorption on particles prior to sintering

* [2.140,2.141]. Suitable levels for truly efficient dispersion improvements

are usually fractions of an atomic percent. Th (and/or Hf or Zr) reaction

with 0 and C at very low concentrations in W,Re-alloy melts with subsequent

* precipitation is also a possibility. But of course the much higher

vaporization tendencies of the mioro-alloying agents compared with those of

W and Re present a problem. Finally if these localized reaction techniques

f fall short of optimum ThO2 and HfC requirements for W, Re, additive

ultralloys, conventional addition methods can make up the differences. But

such adjustments add to Improvements already effected by gettering

deleterious impurities and strategically dispersing them through micro-

alloying with Th (and/or Hf or Zr).

Thus, compared with relatively inefficient random dispersion methods,

the preceding highly specific approach to removing a problem and replacing

it with an asset -- at the desired location [2.55) -- deserves further

investigation. This is particularly true when the solution promises not

V• only decreased creep for increased space power but also greater ductility

and recrystallization resistance as well as improved powder-metallurgy

processing.
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III. MATERIAL PROBLEMS FOR HICH-TEMPERATURE, HIGH-POWER SPACE-CONVERSION
SYSTEMS -- TABLES.

A presentation in table foLm points out some specific concerns for
high-temperature application, especially regarding ductility and
recrystallization.
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IV. TUNGSTEN, RHENIUM ADDITIVE ALLOYS FOR HIGH TEMPERATURE SPACE
APPLICATIONS.

14.1 ABSTRACT

Some of the primary needs for crucial future space applications are

inhreasing power levels and densities. Refractory, additive alloys of

ultimate thermal capabilities promise to provide those increasing power

levels and densities. The high temperatures possiole with-suoh ultralloys

enable greater heat rejection, hence lighter, denser, more mobile space

systems. Great creep strengths, minimal vaporization raf.es, high

recrystallization temperatures, substantial conductivity, fabrioability,

serviceability and duotility are prime requisites. The most refractory

element, tungsten (W) would be the obviou3 choice but brittleness impedes

progress with this super metal. However, in combi:iation with rhenium (Re)

as well as very low concentrbatione of hafnium carbide (HfC) and thoria

(ThOa), W becomes fabricable, ductile even after welding and improves in

resistance to creep and recrystall!zation. W, Re combinations exhibit

local ductility maxima at about 3S Re and at about 15%-185 Re. ThO.2 and HfC

additions in the order cf 1 and 0.3% respectively, further heighten W, Re

ductilities, creep strengths and recrystallization temperatures.

We propose to investigate these ultralloys by standard

characterization, metallographic and strength of materials procedures as

well as by sophisticated and accurate high temperature methods such as

thermionic emission and high temperature, high vacuum mechanical testing.

Some anticipated advancements appear possible with W, Re, ThOW, HfC alloys

for high temperature space applications.

l-.

--. J
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4.2 I10RODUCTION

There are a variety of potential missions, such as space based

manufaoturing, high capacity communications, outer planetary orbiters and

lunar and planetary bases that appear to demand compact high power, very

long lif, power units which are Independent of sunlight. In general, the

most intensive energy processing in any spacecraft ocours in the souroe and

conversion systems for primary space power. There, higher temraratures

translate into less weight, greater capability and increased mobility

essential, particularly In military missions.

4i.2.1 Projected space requirements for high temperature materials

Cohen [4..1] presents a tabulation of potential high power requirements

for the United States national defense. For apace based systems, high power

levels must be achieved at significantly higher values of specific power

(W/kg) and energy (W-Hr/kg) than are presently available to satisfy defense

needs for survivability. Table 4.1 givea a list of the potential high power

requirements.

The Soviet development of Space Nuclear Reactors [4.2) (SNR's) aims at

military goals. The USSR-SNR program is aimed at achieving prime power

sources at Megawatt levels and beyond and quite obviously the US-SNR program

Is also expected to follow suit and develop these high energy source systems

for defense utilization. The SP-100 program [14.3 oontemplates the

advantages of the demonstrated technology accumulation for in-core

Thermionic Energy Conversion (IC-TEC) in the selection of an appropriate SNR

[4.41 approach. Such current and prospective developments of high

temperature, high power space energy conversion systems pose critical

material problems.
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Accordingly, ultimate alloys are extremely important and almost

mandatory'for future orbital powr systems technology requirements (4.5).

If there is a single general trend that applies to the various combinations

of heat sources and conversion methods, it is the one toward higher source

temperature and higher sink temperature and consequently lighter weight

systems. Higher sources and sink temperatures means developing materials

with superior properties at high tempeatures and for this, high temperature

materials data is of prime importance. This emphasizes anticipating and

solving material problems for high temperature space applications.

4.2.2 Characteristice of ultimate space materials

At high temperatures, ceramic materials become more electrically
9

conductive and this precludes their effective use to transfer heat to energy

converters while blocking electric transport. Even when solid insulators

function adequately at high temperatures, their comparitive mechanical

intransigence limits the fabricabilLty and service adaptability. Thus

refractory alloys must in general acoomodate ceramics as well as themselves

to system fabrication and service requirements. However, refractory alloys

suffer from ductility deficiencies and recrystallization effects. Other

complications arise from intensified influences of high temperatures and

hard vacuum on strength, creep, diffusion, seg-egaton, chemical reaction,

vaporization and other thermophysioal phenomena.

To start with, we can examine the highest melting, least vaporizing

metals listed in Table 4.2.
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4.2.2.1 The primary components, tungsten and rhenium

Tungsten Is the most refractory metal. Irldium and rhanium added to

tungsten increase its ductility, strength and resistance to creep and

rerystalli zation, as will be seen later.

Tungsten is a body centered cubic element with a 20006K vapor pressure

of 4 x 10"12 tort and a melting point of 36830K. Its ductile to brittle

transition occurs well above rocm temperature and It begins to recrystallize

below 40% of its melting point which further complicates manutacturung and

service. Even today, brittleness and difficult fabricabillity often

overshadow the peerless high temperature properties of W.

Rhenium strengths apparently are the only ones among the metals to

* approach or exceed those of W. However, in contrast to tungsten, ductile

rhenium results from vacuum annealing. But rhenium exhibits ertremely high

work hardenability with very little deformation, oftn requiring repeated

* vacuum annealing during fabrication.

W-Re, W-Ru, W-Hf, W-Hf-C and WB were some of the alloy syetems

investigated by General Electric Company [4.6] for their flow and fraoturs

• behaN'or Lt various temperatures. Each of the alloys was initially prepared

by a vacuum melting and was then extruded and rolled to a theet me•terial for

subsequent mechanical property evaluations. The most significant finding

* 1,from the property studies was the exceptional combiration of strength end

duc•ility shown by a W-27%Re alloy with same sigma phase present in the as

rolled struoatur,3 The solubility of rhenium in tungsten Is about 26% as

P shown in Figure 4.1. The dbt tomperature for this alloy in either the

wrought or fine-grained recrystallized condition was about -100°F and the

corresponding yield strength was approximately 400,000 psi. Thus Re

(4
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solution strengthening with •-phase precipitation strengthening greatly

Improves the overall fabrication and service characteristics of W.

* 3J. R. Stephens [4,.7 and W. R. Witzke investigated the effects of

temperature and oompositlon on allo3r softening in the Group VIA metals Cr,

Mo and W alloyed with Re. They made hardness measurements at various

temperatures for fourteen alloys in each system. Their results showed that

alloy softening was similar in all three alloy systems and oooured at Re

concentrations of less than 16 at%. A sharp temperature dependence of

*Q hardness was observed Ini concentrated alloys that exhibited alloy softening.

The results for W-Re are shown in Figure 4.2 a and o.

In fact, the softening of tungsten with rhenium was established as

* early as 1959 by K. Sedlatachek [4.8) and H. Braun. Fig•re 4.3a Indicates

that ný-solid solution alloys with 25 to 30% Re are more ductile at 1000C

than pure tungsten or tungsten with lower percentages of rhenium. Figure

* 14.3b shows the relationship between cold ductility and rhenium content for

W-Re alloys. This curve shows a maximcum ductility at 30% rhenium. They

also found that the high temperature hArdness of W-Re alloys was excellent

Scohmrered to that of W which deteriorates rapidly with temperature.

The softening of tungsten when alloyed with rhenium was clearly

exhibited when A. V. Longunov [4.9) and Kovalev investigated the

thermophysical properties of W-Re cast alloys. They found that the thermal

conductivity of the alloy was lower than that of pure W as shown In Figure

4.4 at all temperatures and this was attributed to the softening of the

parent material.

An atomic-resolution study of homogeneous radiation-induced

precipitation in a neutron irradiated W-1ORe alloy, at Cornell University

in 1983 revealed that there was a significant alteration of the

C
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microstructuwe of this alloy as a result of the fast neutron irradiation.

Precipitates with at-phase precipitation in core promise better space nuclear

reactors and thermionic energy conversion capablitlies.

4.2.2.2 The additive ThO2

* Interstitial impurities gAn.rally tend to diminish ductility, but some

of them can produce beneficially dispersed refractory products through

reactions with low pressure vapor getters such as thorium and hafnium.

Thorium is the best getter for oxygen. The proposal of adding ThO2 to W, Re

alloys was initiated when it was found that the unactivated ThO2 had work

functions of 6.3 eV bare and 1.0 eV cesiat;ed. Great gains in ductijity, hot

* strength and recrystallization resistance for ThO2 additions to W, Re

ultralloys have already received attention. Particle dispersions strongly

influence mobilities of grain boundaries ccid sub'oundaries, redistribution

of dislocation and other effects that affect the formation of

recrystallization nuclei and initial growth. Thus dispersed particles such

as ThO2 change recrystallization temperatures as complex functions of the

* dispersed size, spacing, concentration, staoilty and other variables of

microstructural interaction. As shown in Fig. 4.5 [4.10] ThO2 is a very

stable oxide which has a melting point of 3300 0 C. Thoriated tungsten is

generally obtained by flashing a W filament containing 0.5-1.5% Th02 at a

high temperature (270C0 K), which reduces some of the oxide to metallic

thorium. This is then followed by heating at 2100-22000K, thus causing

(. diffusion of thorium to the surface wh!re it forms a taonatomic layer which

possesses mnuch higher electron emission than pure W. At temperatures above

2000 0 K the thorium evaporates at a rate which exceeds that of diffusion to

the surface with a resultant decrease in eletron emissivity.

C
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A DMIC report compiled by V. D. Barth [4.11) illustrates the

strengthening of tungsten wire by ThOa. The effect of ThO, addition is

already seen in Fig. 4.6, a plot of ultimate tensile strength vs.

temperature. Two percent cf ThO. was found to increase the elevated

temperature yield strength to 41,000 psi from an original value of 11,000

*l psi and the UTS from 22,000 psi to 42,000 psi.

H. 0. Sell [4.12) and R. Stickler evaluated W-SRe-2ThO. alloys in

regard to solid solution and dispersion strengthening. They determined the

*l effect of Re and ThO2 dispersion in W, on the DBTT and modes of fracture.

The moouimum temperature at which the testing was done was 10000C. The

results are shown in F ig. 4.7. They found that Re concentrations from 3 to

* 10% In solid solution significantlY strengthens W, increasingly, with

increasing Re concentration. The coarse ThiO, dispersion did not retard

recrystallization, and adds considerably to the strength of W-Re alloys by

* grain refinement. ThOa addition effected Increases of -4000 psi on W-Re

alloys.

Figure 4.8 [4.13) shows the change in microstructure of a pure tungsten

* filament heated by alternating current. When large grains extending across

the filaments develop, the filaments become very brittle and break apart

under the stresses produced by the thermal expansion on heating and cooling.

Consequently, second phase particles of thoria are doped into the tungsten

to limit this grain growth. The effectiveness of a small amount of ThO2 in

limiting grain growth in tungsten is illustrated in Fig. 4.9.

Given that the thoria particles are randomly distributed, if volume

fraction of thoria particles - f and radius of thoria particles - r, the

numbo- of particles intercepted by lo2 area - 3f/2wrl (4.1). Force

restraining grain boundary motion - 3frrY(1+cosa) (4.2).
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Pig- 4.9'. Tungaten r'ods annealed
at 2700 C for 2 *ts.a)pure,
b)0.75% ThO 2 added,.100X.
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When the force balances the pressure force due to curvature, grain

growth vwil stop and-we will get a limiting gratn size given by

4r
R - 3TlaM) (4.3)

assuming apherloal Interfaces of radius R. Thus we see that the limiting

Sgrain size dependo upon the voltie traction, the radius and the contact

angle a oa the second phase particles.

4.2.2.3 The additive HtC

Hafnium is an excellent getter for oarbon In W, Re alloys. Imprmsive

increases in duotility, hot strength and recrystallization resistance have

been found for HI'C dispersed W, Re ultralioys. The noted Soviet refractory

alloy expert Savitsky has oommented that HfC formation in W alloys radically

Phifts the onset of structural changes upon recrystallization into the high

Stemperature region. In addition to this, HfC in W alloys is

thermodynamically very stable. Hf and C solubilities in V are low and so

grain boundary segregation might be expeoted. But through appropriate

icroalloying, reaction of grain-boundary segregated C and Hf should be

advantageous rather than detrimental.

J. Wadsworth [4.143 examined the behavior of molybdenum and tungsten

based alloys which are strengthened by hafnium carbide. He established, by

calculating the mounts of hafnium carbide available for precipitation in

the molybdenum and tungsten based alloys, it was possible to demonstrate

that excess hafnium does not have a sclute-weakeninr effect as had been

claimed. Instead, a trend of Improved creep strength and high temperature

tensile strength with an increase in the amount of HfC available for

precipitation was, observed.
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Space nuclear reactor growth based on in core thermionic energy

conversion requires substantially improved TEC and considerably higher

* temperatures than those presently proposed. This is only possible through

the use of W , Re ultralloys with ThO. and HfC. W-3Re-IThOa-O.3HfC , W-1ORe-

lThO,-O.3HfC, W-25Re-lThO,-O.3HfC, W-3ORe-MThO,-O3HWC , are all possible

-* candidates for emitters in ICTEC with wide potentialities. Verification of

such potentialities should derive from research related to W, Re, additive

ultralloys presently supported by the Department of Energy and the Air Force

* at Arizona State University.

4.3 PROPOSED RESEARCH ON TUNGSTEN, RHENIUM ADDITIVE ALLOYS

It has already been esablished that rhenius percentages between two and

five, at about ten and near twenty-five in tungsten alloys maximizes

ductility locally and tungsten, 25% rhenium offers higher creep strength

than tungsten to over 16000C. It has greater ductility and

recrystallization resistance. AddtLtions of thoria and hafnium carbide in

the order of 1 and 0.3% respectively, further increase creep strengths,

ductilities and recrystallization temperatures of tungsten, rheniLu alloys.
S

Thus, parmietric evaluations of tungsten with 3, 10, 25 and 30% rhenium,

each in turn modified with one percent thoria and 0.3% hafnium carbide will

be used as the basis for the research work.

Until 1975, data on pure W, Re alloys prepared by powder metallurgy

were lacking. But Investigators still resorted to powder metallurgy

techniques as it was the only practical method of producing W alloys

oontaining a ThO, dispersion. Fusion processes such as electron-beam

melting or arc casting would be beneficial because the impurity

concentrations in such alloys are low, but the prohibitive cost and the fact

that ThO, decomposes at the melting temperature of W and its dilute alloys,

C
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prevent them from being used for making I, Re, TiO,, HtC alloys. Further,

3intered samples have a small Srain siz and this reduces recrystallization

processes with the surfaoe Impurities of 0,, N,, and C forming resistance to

diffusion and grain growth. As a result, It was decided that we would

investigate slntered samples of W with 3, 10, 25 and 30% rhenium In the

thermionio microscope and meohanical testing facility and follow this up

with Identical Investigations on each of the above mentioned alloys with 1%

Tho, and 0.3% HfC added to it.

4.3.1 Scientific approach to the reseach problem

The scientific approach to the research will be to develop general

theories for high temperature mateials for producing high quality and long

lite. Recrystallization, ductility, strength vapor pressures work function,

compositional stability and other phenomena will be considered which are

vital to high temperature energy converters. Technilques for producing and

sustaining the desired properties will be Investigated from a almrosooplo,

mechanistic point of view with regard to the desired properties. Limited

theoretical and experimental information exists for such fyatems and a

typical base line syntem will be examined In order to teot the theories and

models developed.

It is proposed to add getters to react with the 0, and C and improve

the high temperature strength and ductility through the omabined effects of

solid solutions and dispersion strengthening. Recrystallization is the

formation and migration of large angle boundaries for alloys shown In Table

4.2. Most of these approximate thermal boundaries have been encountered by

those who work with high temperature alloys. Recognition of these

transitions emphasizes that direct and side effects of recrystallIzation

exert abstruse Influences on strength, creep, compatibility and ductility of
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T ab- i AR roimate thezial boundaries for' alloys
(,rec•aztallization)

Half the absolute melting point (0.5T.) often indicates
incipience of thermally activated processes.
Below 0.3% to 0.4Nx short-range (electronic, stacking-

fault, local-order)interactions generally dominate.

Longer-range solute, dislocation interactions continue

their influences to 0.5T. or higher.

Above 0. 7 5T% to 0.i% Increased mobility of solute atoms

* greatly redused their hindrance of dislocation movement.

Arrhenius relations for grain-boundary migration velocit-
ies often break at O.S7 J and exhibit much lower activation

energies in the higher-temperature range.
*Refractory-dispersion strengthening generally excels for

applications of alloys near their melting points.

0
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refractory alloys. Ductility and reorystallization are often critical

parameters In the capability of ultralloya to adapt themselves and ceramic&

to rabrioation and serviae requirements. Thus a better understanding of

refractory alloy reorystallization, is a crucially essential part of

overooming the material problems for high temperature, high powev space

-* energy conversion systems.

4.3.2 Scientific merits of the proposed research

Significant disorepancies in our understanding of refractory metal and

other high temperatura materials, Involving such behaviors as embrittlment,

vaporization and recrystallization, prohib• t mechanism descri ption and

Scounteraction as well as property prediction for elemental systems suitable

for high temperatures, hence higher power production in space energy

converters. It 1i proposed here that a few of the most important phenomena

be investigated. Theories and models will be developed and a base line

material system will be used for examining them. The base line will be

selected with the best present knowledge in order to begin to establish

relationships between the basic mechanlsms, alloying gettering and thermal

history in predicting subsequent physical property behavior. High

temperature phenomena are often only Inferred through room temperature

observa*.ions following high temperature treatment. The proposed work

etuploys real time investigation of high temperature surface oharacteristiCS

and electron emission to obtain informatijn on complex transport and

reaction meehanises.

Some very enlighteni"Z information should result from observing high

temperature size and surface composition cheanges of grains in sintered

samples of W, Re with appropriate additions. The primary additive (rhenium)

reduces and controls embrittlement and recrystallization. The gettering
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additive may affect the base metal ductility and recrystallization. Since

refractory oxides vaporize and disintegrate at high tmperatures, in vacuum,

3sntered samples of particles with and without bake-out pre-treatment

deserve attention. The getters should produce very stable oxides and

carbides. So in high temperature, vacuum service, the refractory should

experience contention between oxygen and nitrogen clean-up by refractory

oxide and nitride vaporization as well as distitigration and by the

formation of stable gettered products.

4*.4 THERMIONIC EMISSION CHARACTERISTICS AND SURFACE COMPOSITIONS OF' W, Re

AND W, Re, ThO), HfC ALLOYS

This section deals with the information on the research to be conducted

on the W, Re and W, Re, ThOl, HfC alloys using a thermionic microscope in

order to obtain the thermionic emission characteristics of the sintered

samples. The theory of electron emission and applications of the microscope

dre discussed and a sequential procedure for all the research activities

Involved has been established. In addition to the research using the

thermionic microscope, related thermionIc emission research activities have

also been mentioned.

4.4.1 Introduction to Thermionic Emi3sion Microscopy

Thermionic emission microscopy is the oldest form of electron

microscopy where the specimen itself serves as a source of electrons.

Electrons emitted from the surface of a flat bulk specimen is focussed

through a suitable lens system and then projected at a usable magnification

onto a flourescent screen. The result is a metallographic type image of the

kind usually associated with optical microscopy. The design and operation

of a thermionic emission microscope requires coordination of two physical

processes. The first process is electron emission from a specimen, while

C-
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the second involves the formation of an image with these elactrons. The two

major characteristics that exemplify the usefullness of the thermio.oic

i emission microscope as a Research Tool are; a) the fact that it represents a

magnification range which bridges that between optical microscopy and the

more conventional types of electron ,icroacopy, and b) it is more suited to

* elevated temperature operation than other forms of microsoopy.

Specific experimental areas [4.15) where the thernionic emission

microscope can be readily applied as a useful Research Tool are invcicated in

-1 Table 4.4.

4.4.1.1 Electron emission

The Scmmerfield model for the behavior of electrons In a metal provides

the simplest view of the theory of operation of a thermionic emission

microscope. This Is indicated schematically in Fig. 4.10. Here, it is seen

that the potential within the metal is assused zero while that outside theS
metal Is given some finite value, V. According to this model, electrons can

occupy energy states within the metal up to the level Eft the Fermi Energy.

The probability that a particular state is occupied is given by the FermiS

function,

f (E) *1(34.4)

1
am-e 1

At T - OK, f(E) a + 1 - r " 1 for E < Ef. This means that all quantim

states are occupied at absolute zero while all quantum states at energies

C
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Table 4.4 Applications of the thermionia emission microscope.

1. High temperatures phase transformations in metallic
and non-metallic systems.

2. Grain growth occurring at elevated temperatures in

metallic and non-metallic systems.
3. Recrystallisation in those systems where it occurrs

at a sufficiently high temperature.
4. Cold work in the refractory metals, such as tungsten,

0 molybdenum and niobium.

5. Relative interfacitl energy studies in s"steme where

the systems are in equilibrium at elevated temperatures.

6. Diffusion studies in systems at elevated temperatures.

7. Segregation studies in cast or wrought materials.

8. Surface adsorption of gases and activator atoms on

metallic surfaces.

9. Sintering mechanisms in powder metallurgical compacts.

10. Solidification studies im metals.

11. Oxidation studies of metal surfaces under controlled

conditions.

12. Study of electron emission from surfaces. Also work

function studies of different crystal orientations.

13. Cathode studies for the activation process in coated

cathodes.

14. Effect of strain on the above mentioned phenomena.

6 15. Creep in metals at elevated temperatures.

16. Study of the distribution of inorganic constituents

within the cells os tissue.

e
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4. 4.1.2 Work function

The energy difference between the Fermi Energy and the potential

outside of the metal is the work function of the metal *.

Either an electron absorbs a quantum of energy or it does not. The

energy E of a photon is proportional to the frequency v. of the li ght or

R - hv (4.5)

If an electron is given an amount of energy by, then in order tc escape from

the metal, it must use up an amount e* of this energy. The maximum energy

an electron can have left after it gets out of the surface is

Kmax a hv - o (4.6)

The thermionic emission microscope is a device where the specimen Is heated

up to a high temperature (at least 1400oC) by- electron bombardment and the

electrons given out by the surface collected by a Faraday cage by the

imposition of a suitable potential difference. The Faraday cage current can

be related to the sample electron current density by the equation;

---- (4.7)
J Ac

The current density J. can then be used to calculate the effective work

function # from the well known Richardson-Dushoan equation

JO - ATaexp[-'/kT] (4.8)

A derivation of this equation using the principles of Classi2al

Thermodynamics, has been presented in Appendix 4,1.

1 ! !1 !
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4.4.2 Objectives of the ongoing research on thermionic emission

a) Fabricate sintered alloys of W with 0'%, 3$, 10%, 25%, and 30% of Re

* in button form of about 0.4" In dia. with a porosity of about 7 to

8%.

b) Fabricate sintered alloys In the above form and hot swags it down to

* 0.25" dia. to reduce the porosity to less than 0.1$.

a) Perform thermlonlo emission microscope examination of the samples in

a) & b) above at 1600 to 22000K in suitable intervals.

d) For each test,

i) Observe grain size, grain growth and document by photographic

enlargements.

ii) Measure emission of grains in the thermionic microscope and

calculate the work function.

iii) Perform emission scans of surfaces to determine work function

variation from grain to grain.

Repeat for W, Re, ThO), HfC alloys.

4.4.3 Literature survey

E. Eiohen [4.16), who has spent a considerable amount of time in

reviewing the work done on Thermlonio emission, has compiled a lot of his

findings and presented the information in a tabular form indicating the

Qit
references of people who studied the emission characteristics of materials

ranging frcm aluminum oxide to zirconium. Up to this time, however, most of

the work had been done in the development of the thermionic emissi-on

microscope as a metallurgical research tool. Figures 4.11 and 4.12 are

typical emission micrographs of an iron 0.3% carbon alloy at 8000C and

polycrystalline alumina.

, %

.* - SW
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A typical thermlonio energy converter schematic [4.173 is shown in Fig.

"4.13, and Fig. 4.14 gives the performance and topping temperatures for

0 thermionic energy conversion with 30 A/oml, 10% back emission, and

negligible, inter-electrode loss.

D. Jacobson [4.18), thermally stabilized and 'recrystallized a

polycrystalline molybdenum sample. Quantitative measurements of the

emission from each individual grain were obtained using the electron

emission microscope. The effective work runotion of each grain was

0 calculated and the crystallographic orientation of each grain was determined

using Laue back reflection techniques. A polar plot of the effective work

function vs. crystallographic orientation is shown in Fig. 14.15.

0 The effective work functions of nine tungsten-base alloys were measured

by D.L. Jacobson [4.19]. The second constituents were: 1) 5% Re, 2) 15%

Re, 3) 2.5% Os, 4) 5% 0s,-5) 1% Ir, 6) 2% Ir, 7) 5% Ta, 8) 10% Ta, and 9)

0 20% Ta. Work functions were determined from the vacuum mission vehicle and

thermionic emission microscope measuraents. Mosaics of each surface were

produced from the microscope, which show the grain structure of the alloys

4 and some anamolous emission areas. Some exceptiunally high base work

functions were observed from samples with small alloy additions. Table 4.5

gives the effective work functions of tungsten alloy electrodes from vacuum

emission vehicle generated Schottky plots. Fig. 14.16 is a typical Schottky

plot from Vacuum emission vehicle measurements. Table 4.6 is a comparison

of effective work functions as determined from vacuum eAission vehicle and

ig thermi onic emission microscope measurements.

A. Modinos ['4.20), a mathematician from the University of Waterloo,

Canada, presented a semi-empirical theory of the electronic work function of

td the different faces of tungsten. An adj ustable parameter relates to the
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isotroplo contribution to the work function, and Is determined from a self-

consistent calculation of the band-atruotLre of the energy levels in the

bulk of the metal. The calculated work functions were In reasonably good

agreement with available experimental data. He suggested that the measured

work function

•(lmn) - #0 + *d(la1 ) (4.9)

where *0 I1 the Isotropio contribution and #d is the surface dipole

contribution due to the formation of an electrostatic dipole layer. Table

"4.7 gives the surface dipole contributions to the work function for

different orientations.

J. Jaskie and D.L. Jecobson [4.21] investigated expe'-imentally the

relationship between bulk composition, surface oe=position and thermionic

work function in the Yttrium-Boron system. These results were compared with

* other rare Earth-Boride systems. A Richardson plot for the 3 Y-3 compounds

tested is shown in Fig. 4.17 and Fig. 4.18 gives the estimated behavior of

work function within 2 phase regions. Table 4.8 gives the composition data

* summary and the work functions for the 3 Y-B compounds.

C.V. Landrith [4.22) used the thermtonic emission microscope to

determine the effective work function of a molybdenum ceramic eutectic, No-

1,aCrO,. Measurements were made at temperatures up to 18810K, and at

presswres in the range of 1 to 45 x 10-7 torr. The mean effective work

functions of 4 grains on the surface of the Mo-LaCrO, was in the range of

14.74 to 4.81 eV, A typical emission micrograph of No-LaCrO, is shown In

Fig. 4.19.

A. Subramaniar [4.25), Investigated the effect of alloying elements

such as tungsten on the emission properties of LaB6. The average B to La

CQ6 -," "-
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ratio was ?ound to be 6.03 and tungsten was detected to the extent of 0.3 to

0.5 weight $. The effective work function ranged frtm 3.88 eV to 4.29 eV at

a temperature of 15730K. It was found that the presctw•e of tungsten lowered

the emission and hence increased the wcrk function of LaBs. Figure 4.20 is

a Richardson Plot for the La-B-W Alloy system and Fig. 4.21 shows the

variation of work function with tmperature.

4.4.4 Techniques involved and facility support for sample preparation and

testing

4.4.4.1 Material procurement

The-moment it was decided that we investigate sintered W, Re and W, Re,

Th0 2 , Hfo alloys, at lew'. 50 different suppliers were contacted all over

the country but only one supplier,

Rhenium Alloys Inc.

1329 Taylor St., Box 245

Elyria, Ohio 44035

agreed to make the samples for us, at a fairly high price. To date, tie have

reoeived the alloys in I different configurations indicated in Table 4.9.

The second set of alloys with the same configurations but with 1% ThOa and

0.3% HfC added to them are being manutfactured and the shipment is expected

in June 1985.

4.4.4.2 Sample preparation

The material which was originally in button form, roughly 0.4 inches in

diameter and 0.5 inches long was first turned down to 0.375 inches diameter

using n four-faceted tungsten-carbide cutting tool. Because of the brittle

nature of the alloys, the turnea aurface had a lot of dents due to particles
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chipping off from the surface. The surface was eventually finished on the

Electrical Discharge Machine as shown in Fig. 4.22. The electrode for this

purpose was designed and fabricated using copper rods and is also shown in

the figure along with the fixture for mounting in the E.D.M. The material

s then sliced down using a special diamond cutter to form buttons 0.375

* inches in diameter and 0.100 inches thick for use in.the thermionia

microscope. The EDM was used once again to drill the Hohlraum (or black

enclosure) which had a diameter of 0.020 inches and a length of 0.200 inches

thereby satisfying the condition of an Isothermal Black enclosure with a L/D

ratio of 10:1.

4.14.4.,3 Sample characterization

Sample characterization was done on each one of the alloys in order to

determine and check the composition and the homogenity of each alloy.

(I) Electron microprobe analysis

A small bit (2 mm x 2 mm x 1 mm) was cut using the diamond cutter and

submitted to the Chemistry Department at Arizona State University to have it

analysed in the electron microprobe facility. The results of the analysis,

as indicated in Table 4.10, show that the alloys with lowei percentages of

rhenium were inhomogeneous and modification in the fabrication process was

essential.

(iJ) Metallography

Each of the five samples were polished using Emery paper of varying

grades and then lapped with Lev. Alumina, 1.0 Um. Alumina and finally 0.05

Um. Alumina solutions. Photomicrographs were taken using the optical

microscope. Microhardness testing was then done on the polished samples

using Murakamiis Reagent and photcmicrograph." taken again to determine grain

-- - - ---
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"Specimen / oary

Chuck

Some specifications of the EDM.

* •Type: Servomet.

Cabinet size: 29"wx28 3 18 "dx22 1 /2"h.

Powcr: 200-250V, 10amp. 50/60 cycles.

Work tank aperture: 11.75" x 7.5".

Work tank depth : 13".

Capacity; 4.15 Imp. Gala.
Total surface below paraffin: 1.875"miM.,8.375" max.
Maximum height of work piece: 7.375".

Wor'k table lift: 5.375".
Travel of servohead: 4.625".

Fig. 4.22 Details of electrical discharge machining.

e.c
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size. Eventually, the macrohardnes3 testr were conducted in the Rockwall

Hardness tester. Table 4.11 givos the details of all the devices used in

the metailography.

(iii) X-'Rayr chemical analysis

After machining the aRamales to the right size, each button was analysed

In the X-ray Spectrometer using a chromium target. The intensities of the

various elements in the 5 different alloys can be compared in Fig. 4.23 to

get a qualitative estimate of the compositions.

4.4.4.4 Thermionic emission microscope

The apparatus used to determine the work function is a thermionic

* emission microscope. This apparatus was originally designed by XEROX in

1966 but subsequently has been subjected to a series of modifications in

order to enhance its performance. The microscope, shown in Fig. 4.24,

* essentially consists of an electron source which is the sample surface

itself that is heated In the neighborhood of 1500 to 20000C by means of a

filament. The electrons given out from the surface are drawn,. through a

0system of lenses and drift tube, to the Faraday cage by the imposition of

suitable potentials. The electrons collected at the Faraday cage are

allowed to pass through an Electrometer which measures currents of the order

of 10-11 to 10-14 Amps. The device is operated with a vacuum of 10 torr

and the high temperature is measured with a calibratad optical pyrometer.

There is a phosphor screen around the Faraday cage to observe real time

grain boundary movements during the test. The entire system along with the

microscope and accessories is shown in Fig. 4.25.

The diameter of the sample was less than that of the filament, so the

sample was mounted in a step machined out from another sample holder. The

C
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Table 4.11 Details of devices used for conventional
metalljraphy,

Lapping machine :

150V 6Ccs. 14 Amps
Make: Buehler Ltd.

Microscope

Olympus system micrdscope for metall-
urgical use.
Model: BHM.

Photography
Model: PM-6.
Eyepieces available: P7x, PlOx, Pl5x,
Shutter speeds: B,,lI/2,l/4,l/8,l/15,
1/30,1/6091/125 & 1/250.

STotal magnification on film phase i
0.4x (with P eyepieces).
Picture size a 24 x 36mm.

* Macrohardness :
Rockwell type macromet hardness tester.
Loads: 60, 100, 150 Kgs.
Scales: a) B Scale, 1/16" Steel Ball,
1OOKg load.
b) C Scale, Diamond cone, 150 Kg load.

Microhardness
CJ Leitz wftzlar (Germany).

Microhardness tester.

Indentors: Knoop and Vickers.

Loads: upto 2000 p.
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entire assembly consists of a molybdenum base plate and a tantalum disc,

electron beam welded to a tantalum mounting tube, as shown in Fig. 4.26.

The sample is held in position by a tungsten rod and a small grove at the

top allows the Hohlraum to be seen from the side. Insutlators are provided

between the sample and filament because they arG at different potentials.

There are 4 aspects to the instrumentation of the thermionli ' emission

microscope in evaluating the work function of the examples under

investigation.
9

i) Vacuum System:

It is absolutely essential that the environment within the microscope

* is extremely clean because the path of electrons is very susceptible to

stray electrical and magnetic fields., Further, there should not be any

contamination on the surface of the specimen while it is being tested. For

* this purpose, it is necessary to evacuate the entire chamber to less than
-8

10 torr. This is accomplished in two stages; the roughing is done with a

Sorption pump which utilizes molecular sieve material to abscrb the air

* molecules when maintained at liquid nitrogen temperatures. This brings the

vacuum to 10-3 torr. The ion puamp is then switched on in order to bring

down the vacuum to 10-7 torr. At this stage, the microscope is baked at

about 250 0 C for 4 to 5 days so that all the adsorbed gases are removed and

the vacuum eventually comes down to 10-9 torr when it is ready for testing.

The details of the pumps used are given in Table 4.12.

ii) Electron Emission and Collection:

In addition to heating up the sample, it is necessary to provide

progressively increasing potentials in the path of the electrons to make

them move from the emitter to the collector with minimum losses. The

PLCý -
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Table 4, 2 Details of accessories of the thermionic emission
Mi.cr. aro• e.

I) Vacuum system:
a) Sorption pump.

Base pressure: Low micron range with normal use.
Pumping capacity: 60000 torr-liters maximum.

LN2 consumption: 4.3 litres.
* Sorbent material: Type 5A molecular cieve.

Sieve requirements: 3 lbs.
Heater input: 115V,5OHz.,35OW.
Bakeout Temperature: 2500C.

.- Material: Aluminum.
b) Vac ion pump.

Pumping speed: 140 1/s at 10-6 torr.
Operating life: 50000 hours at 10"6 torr.

* Materials: Body-304S. S.,Cathode-TiMagnet-Ferrite.
Internal volume: 17.9 litres.
Weight: 120 lbs.

Temperature limit: 4000C.

* Control unit: 7.5 kV. open circuit,430 mA short cct.
2) Temperature measurement:

a) NBS lamp.
Filament: Tungsten filament (ribbon type).
Reference: " The NBS photoelectric pyrometer and its

use in realizing the international practical
temperature scale above 10630C," R.D.Lee,
Metrologia 2, 150 (1966).

b) Pyrometer.
M-cro optical pyrometer with red filter for higher
ranges of temperature.

LIZA.7
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electrical schematic for the entire process is shown in Fig. 4.27. As seen

in the schematic, the supplies to the filament are maintained at a floating

negative potential with respect to the sample which is at ground potential.

The electron drift tube is maintained at a high (Ky) positive potential all

the way to the collector and finally there are power supplies to the

decelerating grid and the guard ring.

ill) Temperature Measurement

A calibrated micro-opt'cal pyrometer will be used for measuring the

temperature of the sample. The pyrometer was first calibrated with a NBS

Calibrated Tungsten filament lamp. The NBS lamp was viewed through the

pyrometer and temperatures were recorded. A plot of the lamp (true)

temperature vs. pyrometer temperature was made. Then the viewport

(sapphire) in the microscope was placed between the lamp and the pyrometer

and the testing repeated to give a plot of temperature while viewing through

viewport vs. true temperature. The plot of temperatures and the electrical

schematic for the calibration are shown in Fig. 4.28. Details of the

pyrometer and lamp are provided in Table 4.12.

iv) Photography - Emission Micrograph

A high speed Polaroid camera mounted directly behind the phosphor

screen and viewport recorded the grain boundary movement at different

temperatures.

4.4.5 Expected results and conclusions

The thermionic work functions will be evaluated for representative

grains in each sample and the variation noted to determine the homogenity of

the sintered samples. The pure tungsten and the tungsten alloys with higher

percentages of rhenium should exhibit a homogeneous structure whereas there

Aft". . .,.•
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Is some doubt as to whether the W, 3% Re and W, 10% Re will do su, as tney

did not have good homogeni;y at room temperature when they were subjected to

electron microprobe analysis. As these sintered alloys have not been

evaluated, we would imagine t;iat it is difficult to precdict the work

functions based on previous experience on arc-cait material.

The alloys with Th0 2 and HfC, being stronger at higher temperatures

should reveal interesting changes and trends in work functions from grain to

grain and sample to sample. The grain sizes of the different alloys at the

same temperature should reveal useful information in assessing certain

qualities such as recrystallization, ductility, etc. Auger electron

spectroscopy of the tested samples will provide ample information on grain

boundary segregation.

4.4.5 Related activitieZ in thermionic emission

* As has already been stated, at a basic level a thermlonic converter is

a simple device: a heated electron emitter and a cooled electron collector

positioned very close to one another. The space propulsion and weapons

*D systems currently being studied would use nuclear reactors to produce the

necessary heat, The gap between the 2 electrodes is enclosed in a gas-tight

envelope which is either evacuated or filled with a metal vapor. As shown

I(9 in Table 4. 13, in order to maintain a continuous flow of electrons from the

cathode to the anode, first of all, there must be a perfect vacuum and

secondly there should not be any interelectrode space charge. Unless steps

are taken to lmit this charge buildup, it will severly limit the efficiency

of a thermio,*',c converter. There are two ways of getting by this inter-

electrode space charge. It can be done by reducing the gap between the

electrodes, which cz.n only be done to a certain extent because of machining

problems or a metallic vapor could be used, which readily ionizes and then
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Table 4.13 Requirements for an efficient thermionic energy

converter.

Conditions for good thermionic emission.
1) Very good vacuum.

S 2) No inter electrode space charges.

Ways of reducing the effect of the negative space charge.

1) Re ' duce inter electrode gap.

2) Introduce positive ions.
0 Advantages of introducing positive ions.

i) They neutralize the negative space charge.

2) Being highly active in the plasma state, they act

as a conducting path for electrons.
0 3) They are adsorbed on the surface of the electrode.

4) They reduce the work function and increase the
electron yield.

5) Prevent contamination of the collector due to
0 degassing of the emitter.

Limitations cn reducing the inter electrode gap.
1) The gap has to be a fraction of a mil. wide in

order to be r,3ally effective in max.-&*miwging emission
and collection. It is impossible to machine a

surface to such close tolerances.

Advantages of using Cesium over other metallic vapors.

1) Cesium has a low work function and a low ionization
potential.

2) It has the maximum ability to reduce the work
function of the parent material.

3) It has a melting point of 28 0C and so is in the
form of a liquid at room temperature.
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neutralizes the electrons oonsitutlng the space charge. There ,ire a lot or

other advantages In introducing cesium vapor and these are presented in

Table 4.13.

4.4.6.1 Thermionic eMission from coeiated surfaces

Thermionic emission from cesiated surfaces, also known as the "plasma

Immersion technique" is a simple rapid method for studying the electron

emission from metals immersed in cesium vapor. It was originally developed

• by Marohuk [4.24] and Lwed to study the emission of molybdenum. The glass

enclosure in which the test is conducted has since been known as the

Marchuk-tube.

0 The construction of the entire tube as well as that of the probe

configuration is shown in Fig. 4.29, 4.30 and 4.31. In this technique a

small loop of wire is immersed in the plasma of a conveltionil cesiwn-vapor

gas dischargo tute and run a few volts negative with respect to the plaama

potantial. The small ion current arriving at the loop allows a much larger

electron current to lee.ve the loop, without encountering the electron pace

0 charge. A pure alumina insruator is used to shield all except the tip of

the emitting loop so as to expose only a small area having a uniform

temperature. An advantage of this technique is that one can compare many

metals in one experimental tube under identical conditions.

J.M. Houston [4.251 measured the thermionic emission of six

polycrystalline refractory metals, in cesium vapor, using the plasma anode

technique. The materials studied were W, Re, Ta, Mo, Nb, and a Mo-W alloy.

He found that W and Re yield nearly the same emission; Mo, Ta, and Mo-W

yl id rougnly a factor of three less emission than W, and io yields more

than an order of magnitude less than W. Fig. 4.32 gives the typical S-

curves for the different materials with the cesim at 1500C.

Ci
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P.K. Dederick [4.26) and Houston used the plasma-immeruion technique to

measure the thermtonio emission of non-atcmioally clean W, Ta, Mo, Ni, Ar,

S.S. and Nichrome. They found that unflashvcd W had an emission of 0.045 to

0.76 aups/,m= with *min * 1.6 V. Mo had an emission of 1.0 amps/cm2 with a

* of 1.5 V. Ta had an emis3ion of 0.39 amps/cm2 with a ý of 1.36 V. S.S.

had an emission of 0.25 amps/cm with a * of 1.4 V. Mi had an emission of

0.01 amps/cm2 with a * of 1.5 V.

J.L. Coggins £4.27) at al., studied the therionic emission

characteristics of (110) and (112) single crystal tWngsten. They determinod

the dependence of the theruionic emission in these two dWrections on

filament temperature with a cesium reservoir temperature of 40 0C. From the

experimental results, they found that data for the (112) direction were not

as reliable as those for the (110) direction because of the extreme

susceptibility of the (112) face for contamination.

The cesiated electron emission was measured for three candidate

electrodes for use as collectors in thermionic converters by M. Manda [4.28]

and D.L. Jacobson. Nickel, Inconel 600 and Hastelloy were tested with a

412 0 K cesium reservoir. Peak emission from the alloys was found to be

comparable to that from pure nickel. Both the Inconel and Hastelloy samples

had work functions of 1.64 eV at peak emission. The minimum work functions

were estimated to be 1.37 ell at a probe temperature of 7500K for Inconel and

1.40 eV for Hastelloy at 6650 K. The bare work function for both alloys we.

estimated to be approximately 4.8 eV.

D. Tang [4.29) has been investigating the electron emission from

cesiated 1% and *2% thoriated tungsten, with the help of a Pyrex Marchuk

tube. A cesium pressure of 0.699 Pa was maintained witt the cesium

reservoir at 4130K. The peak emissions were measured to be 0.322 A/cm2 at

it
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10300 ,K to- 1% thoriated tungsten and 1.139 A/cms at 11200K for 2% thorlated

tungsten. The oorresponding work functions were 1.75 eV and 1.78 OV

res pe t t vel y.

The main drawback of an all glass Marchuk tube is its inability to be

used repeatedly for testing purposes. The whole tube in usually discarded

if any 1)arts or electrodes failed during fabrication or processing. It is

useful for conduoting one test after which it is rendered useless. In order

to overcome this, it is proposed to build a metal-glass Marchuk tube with

isolation valves 8s shown in Fig. 4.31, This will hopefully permit morm

thaa one test to be conducted on the samne tube.

An Extranuclear Soectral 275 Mass Spectrometer is being set up in the

lab in order- to characterize our samples. For solid materials, a special.1y

designed jource inlet is used to introduce a sufficient amount of sample

molecules into the ionizer chamber by evaporatIng the wire. However, noS
moi'e than I ugrm. of the material. should be raporized at once and introduced

into the ionizer. The wires can be heated by direct resistance heating

whereas larger chunks of material will have to be heated by induction

heating or electron bombardment.

4.4.7 Recomendations for future research on thermionic et•ission

At the end of the present program we expect to have all the results on

the W, Re and W, Re, ThOl, HfC alloy combinations. Though this would give

us a lot cf useful information, the optimization study, would be complete if

the W, Re alloys were studied individually with 1% ThOO, and 0.3% HfC

additions.

The wires that have been procured would be ideal for testing in the

metal-glas3 Marchuk tube as this would reduce the time and make the

experimentation more economical. Further, the results of cesiated W, Re

C!
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together with the information obtained frem the microsoope should be useful

in deciding emitter and collector materials for higher efficienoy thermionio

converters.

A motorized X, Y, Z mechanism would go a long way in making

measurements on critical regions, a lot easier. The ion pump should be

located closer Zo the emitter assembly. The Faraday pump guard ring and

decelerating grid shou2d be made intelpal. A permanent desien for baking

the entire system is absolutely essential.

4.5 HIGH TEMPERATURE, HIGH VACUUM MECH:ANICAL TESTING OF W, Re AND W, Re,
TVO2 , HfC ALLOYS

* Tý3 thermionic emission mJcroscope is a very useful tool to acquire the

surface characteristics (properties) of refractory metals and alloys that

find application in Space Thermionic Energy conversion. However, the bulk

* properties of the materials are almost as uIsful as the s'x'face properties,

if they are to be exposed to the low pressure/low temperdture environment in

outer space. A significant quantum of data is available on the bulk

properties of refractory materials at high temperattres but in most cases

the tElns. 1 e tests were conoucted at room temperature and atmospheric

pressure after annealing the sample to high temperatures for varying periods

of time. Values obtaineo in this fashion do not really characte-rize the

material at a given temperature because of a number of detrimental factors

such as atmospheric contamination, irregular heating and so on. This has

- led a number of investigators to investigu.e real-lime deformations and

microstructural changes in refractory materials at nigh temperatures and

moderate vacuum atmospheres.

Though W', te cast materials hive been m*cchanically tested at high

temperatures, a complete study of the W, Re and W, Re, TWO,, HfC sirtereJ

7
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materials failly has not been examined in detail. This conatitutes the

latter half of the research activities for thi3 program and what followA is

a description of what was done so far, what is to be done in future and what

results are expected with regard to high temperature, high vaouum mechanical

testing of the respective alloys.

4.5.1 High temperature mechanical testing as opposed to conventional
mechanical testing

- Before we deal with high temperature tedting, it would be appropriate

to describe some of the mechanical properties that can be obtained by

conventional testing utder atmospheric conditions.

4.5.1.1 Mechanical properties in conventional mechanical te3ting

Deformation occurs where forces are applied to a material. Strain, e,

is the amount of deformation per unit length and stress, a, the force per

unit area, Energy is absoroed by a material during deform&tion because a

force has acted along the deformatlon distance. Strength is a measure of

the level of the stress required to make a material f3il. Ductility

identifies the amount of permanent strain prior to fracture, while toughness

refers to the amount of energy absorbed Dy a material during failure. All

the pertinent mechanical properties are shown in Talb 4.14. The initial

strain (elastic) is essentially p-roportional to the stress; furthermore, it

is reversible. The modulus of e.atticity or Young's modulus is giver by

E.. (4.10)e

It is a measure of the interatomic bondilLi forces. Pt hi3her stress

- permanent displacement occurs and this is termied plastic striin. The

elastic strain is recovered when the material frantures but not the plastic

C
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strain. In the present context, the single most important property that we

are interested in determining for the W, Re and W, Re, ThO 2 , HfC alloys is

the DUCTILITY. Ductility, the plastic strain required for fracture, of may

be expressed as percent elongation. Like all strains it is dimensionless

and is given by

AL Lf-L 0e f M L-- 6- ( 4.11)

Howsver, since plastic deformation is commonly localized in the necked :rea,

the percent of elongation depends on the gage length. So, one must be

specific about the gage length whenever reporting ducility.

A second measure of ductility is the reduction in area given by

ductility - -- f (4,12)

at the point of fracture. Thus, elongation is a measure of plastic

stretching whereas reduction in area is a measure of plastic contraction.

The reduction in area is preferred in most cases, as a measure of ductility,

because it does not require a gage length and it can be used to determine

the true strain at the point of fracture.

The ability of a material to resist plastic deformation is called the

yield strength Sy , anI is the ratio

F
- ,- (4.13)Oy A

where F is the force initiating the yield. In soft materiali, the yie.d

strength is marked by a definite yield point, but in harder materials it is

common to define the yield strength as that stress required to give 0.2%

plastic offset. The tensile strength, ot, of a material is calculated by

dividing the maximum force by the original cross-sectional area. True
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stress is based on actual area and naminal stress is based on the original

area.

Toughness is a measure of the energy required to break a material in

contrast to strength, which is a measure of the stress required to deform or

break a material.
0

4.5.1.2 Subtleties involved In high temperature mechanical testing

All the properties mentioned above, can also be obtained in high

temperature testing but this involves some subtleties not exhibited by

conventional testing methods. First of all the specimen has to be heated.

This can be done by resistance heating, induction heating or electron beam

* heating. Resistance heating was chosen in this case because of its

simplicity and the small size of the sample. The fact that the specimen is

heated t,; the order of 2500 0 K makes it absolutely necessary to house the

* tensile system In a vacuum chamber to prevent high tempere' -e oxidation and

imminent failure of the cpecimen. Special ceramics that have excellent

electrical ama thermal resistivity have to be used and the grips holding the

* specimen should also be made of a high temperature resistant material. Some

means of cooling the grips have to be made available if there is excessive

heat conductton from the specimen. Spec.i.al vacuum chambers with flexibility

to move while evacuated, had to be designed and procured for the testing. A

high vacuum syatem should also be available.

I4.5.2 Objectives of the research on high temperature merhanical testing

a) Design a high vactium system complete with instrumentation for

temperature measurement and for heating the specimen.

b) Fabricate the components of the system with suitable materials for

the grips and the insulators.

C,1 .e
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c) Using techniques such as Electron microprobe analysis, X-ray

analysis, Metallography and Auger electron spectroscopy,

characterize the materials received.

d) Fabricate tensile test specimen using conventional machining and

electrical discharge machining from the hot swaged, 0.'25" rods

with high density.

e) Desigs fixtures, necessary for the precision machining of W, Re

ard W, Re, ThO., HfC alloys.

f) Test the samples in an Instron testing machine.

I) Each alloy combination is to be tested at room

temperature and and three other higher temperatures

after maintaining the samples for a fixed period of time

before deformation.

ii) Obtain stress-strain relationship for each specimen and

the ductilities of the various material combinations.

iii) Take replicas of the fractured surfaces and observe

fracture characteristics in the TEM.

4.5.2.1 Present status on the activities with reference to stated objectives

I) Design of the entire system has been completed.

1i) 95% of the components have been fabricated.

iii) Techniques for machining W-alloys have been progressively refined

and optimized.

- iv) Part of the initial materials' characterization has been

corn pl et ad.

v) An Instron testing machine donated by Motorola is being readied

C• for operation.

vi) The enti.-e system is expected to be in operation during May 1985.

(
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4.5.3 Literature survey on high temperature mechinical testing

As was stated earlier, prior to the 1960's most of the high teLperature

tensile test data were not really the output of real,-time tests but values

that were the result of extrapolations from room temperature data and high

temperature annealing. However, there was same introductOry work hy Chester

T. Sims [4.32] and P.I. Jaffee. in the mid fifties that involved the testing

of 50 mil rhemium wires at various tewperatures under a controlleO

atmosphere of a mixture of 5% H in Helium. TVe results of the tenisle tests

and stress rupture tests are shown in Fig. 4.33 and Table 4.15. In (eneral

they found that the elevated temperature strength properties of rhenium wer e

high. Elevated temperature short time tests revealed that the elongation

drops to a low value of about 1 to 3% abcve 5000C, whereas the stress-

rupture tests showed elongations in excess of 4% at 20000C. Improved

ductility, which is normally observed at the recrystallization temperature

in most metals seemed to occur at high temperatures in rhenium. The ductile

to brittle transition [4.11] is of considerable importance in the case of

tungsten because of the relatively high temperatures at which it occurs. As

shown in Fig. 4.34, in general, the effect on the flow and fracture of

annealed (recrystallized) tungsten as the deformation temperature drops

through the transition zone is that of sharply increasing the yield

strength. This resulted in a corresponding reduction in ductility over a

narrow temperature range. The rapid increase in stress to produce yielding

as temperature decreases is also illustrated. The relation between yield

stress and temperature can oe expressed by an equation of the form

a = exp[-q/RT] (4.14)

I(
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The quasi activation energy for tungsten, calculated from the slope of Fig.

4.35 was about 5400 oals/mole for W, compared to 1700 cals/mole for Mo and

200 cals/mole for steel. Fig. 4.36 shows the effect of powder purity on

ductile-brittle transition temperature of tungsten and this was investigated

by Atkinson [4.31] and cited in this reference. It was found the

interstitial atoms tend to increase the dbt temperature in tungsten. The

figure shows that successively lower impurity levels reflect lower

transition temperatures. Though this particular reference did not contain a

lot of information on W-Re alloys, enough information was available to

indicate that the ductile-brittle transition range for recrystallized 30 Re

- 10 W extended down to 1000C. Fig. 4.37 summarized the tensile properties

found by Jaffee [4.32] and associates for W-30 Re alloy. The strength of

this alloy remained remarkably high up to Just below the recrystallization

temperature range.

In 1966, W.D. Klopp [4.33) and associates released a NASA document on

the mechanical properties of solid-solution and carbide strengthened arc-

melted tungsten alloys. They investigated the mechanical properties of

several arc-melted tungsten alloys containing rhenium, tantalum, columbium,

hafnium and/or carbon, in the temperature range of 2500OF to 40000F. They

found tnat solid-solution strengthening in W alloys was most effective in W-

Hf alloys and least effective in W-Re alloys. Carbon additions to different

W alloys produced various degrees of strengthening with the largest effect

formed in W-Hf-C alloys. The strongest alloy W - 0.26a% C - 0.20a% Hf had a

tensile strength of 62,500 psi at 3500 0 F. Table 4.35 gives the high

temperature tensile properties of tungsten-rhenium-hafnium alloys. Tensile
-5

tests were performed in a vacuum of less than 5 x 10 torr at a constant

croashead speed of 0.05 ins./mt. The specimens were brought to temperature
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in approximately one hour and held at that temperature for 30 minutes prior

to testing. Fig. 4.38 shows thie effect of rhenium on th6 tensile strength

of nominal W-0.37a• Hf alloy at 2500OF and 35000F.

Arc melted W alloys strengthened by a finely dispersed hafnium carbide

precipitate have e•Jhibited outstanding high temperature strength [4.34]. It

was found that the addition of 40% rhonium to such alloys signifioantly

improves their low teaperature ductility. The alloy that exhibited optimum

properties nad the composition, W-4Re-0.35Hf-0.35 C. In the swaged

condition, this alloy combined a tensile strength of approximately 10,000

psi at 35000F, with a ductile-brittle transition temperature of 2000F. Fig.

14.39 a,b,c exhibits the res-1ts of the extensive studies of these

investigators.

Sell [4.12) and Stickler iL•vestigated ingots of W-5Re-2ThO2 alloy

sintered from blended W, Re and ThO powders containing a coarse ThO.

dispersion, that could be swaged easily. The rods were evaluated in regard

to solid solution and dispersion strengthening, the effect of rhenium and

the ThO dispersion on the dbt temperature and modes of fracture. Tensile

tests were made in the temperature range from room temperature to 2400 0C.

In the ductile-brittle region, the croashead speed ws 0.005"/min to yield,

followed by 0.05"/min to fracture. Tests above 800 0C, were performed at a

crosshead speed of 0.05"/min. Fig. 4.42 shows the temperature dependence of

0.2% yield stress of swaged and 1/2 hr/24000C annealed W and W-alloy rods.

Fig. 4.43 represents some of the light icrographs and electron micrographs
C

of the fractured surfaces indicating the effect of test temperature on the

mode of tensile fracture of swaged and annealed rods of W-5Re-2ThO2 . In an

effort to determine if particle strengthening by a HfC precipitate could be

obtained in a ductile W high Re alloy, an arc melted W-23.4% Re - 0.27 Hf -

(
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C alloy was evaluated [E4,35] by tensile testing. The alloy was founl to

exhibit good high temperature strength properties. At 3000 0 F, the HfC-

strengthened alloy had a short time tensile strength of 62.7 ksi, more than

d-uble the strength of 28.1 ksi observed earlier for W-24 Re. However, the

strength advantage deureases at higher temperatures due to HfC particle

coarsening and grain boundary sliding. Ths tensile properties of the

material are given in Table 4.17.

Arc melted tungsten-4 percent rhenium-hafnium-carbon alloys containing

up to aoout 0.8 mol. percent-HfC were evaluated [4.36) for compositional

effects on mechaincal properties in the as worked condition. The tensile

properties of the W-4Re-Hf-C alloys, tested at 1930 0 C are given in Table

4.18. The data showed considerable scatter, especially for the ailoys

containing an excess of C. It was found that peak strengthening occurred at

or near the calculated stoichiometric HfC composition (0.3 to 0.14 mol %) bilt

decreased rapidly with excess of either carbon or hafnium.

F.I. U.9kov [4.37J and A.V. 9orbak investigated the temperature

relationship of the characteristics of fracture toughness (crack resistance)

of the powder metallurgy of tungsten. The samples were heated by radiation

at a rate of 1 deg./sec. Before tension, a sample was held at the specified

temperature for 30 minutes. Curves obtained in tests of coapact samples of

the powder metallurgy of tungsten under conditions of off-center tension at

various temperatures (920-1600 0 C) in vacuum are shown in Fig. 4.44. Fig.

4.45 shows the characteristic features of failure of tungsten at different

temperatures. Fran the features of the failure, it was ooncluded that the

significant extent of the gently sloping portion on the tensile curves was

e not an indication of general plastic flow of the material . The failure of

iiL
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all the specimens were confirmed to be of a brittle nature, from the

fractographic analysis at a test temperture of 12000C.

The effect of excess hafnium or carbon in W-4Re-Hf-C alloys on the UTS

[4.14) at 22000K after a high temperature treatment at 2417 0 K is shown in

* Fig. 4.46. A maximum in UTS was found in compositions close to those having

little or no excess of either Hif or C. Both excess Hafnium and excess

carbon exhibit the same effect, that is the reduction in ultimate tensile

- strength.

4.5.4 Design and fabrication of the compQnents of the high temperature

tensile stage

The entire tensile stage can be divided in two parts, a) the external

stage and b) the internal stage, for convenience in describing the system.

Fig. 4.47 is a conception of what the entire system comprising of the high

W temperature stage, the Instron testing machine, the vacuum system, power

supply, temperature measurement system, would look like when it is ready for

testing.

4.5.4.1 The external stage

Fig. 4.48 shows all the parts that constitute the external part of the

high temperature stage. It is essentially made up of the crossbars of the

Instron, the load cell, the flexible bellows coupling and the 4-way cross

chamber. The part nos. 1 through 8 are all supporting members which were

designed to have minimum weight and were fabricated in the Mechanical

Development Shop at Arizona State University. Since the test is expected to

be conducted in a high vacuum atmosphere, the specimen has to be deformed in

a leak tight chamber. The bellows system and the 4-way cross shown in Fig.

4.49 provide exactly this and at the same time, the necessary flexibility to
-7

deform the specimen up to 1.10 in. under a vacuum of better than 10 torr.

C
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All the components in this scage were made of either mild steel or stainless

steel. The 4-way cross was designed by us but fabricated and leak tested at

LATEC Industries, 400 Bryce Avenue, Los Alamos, New Mexico 87544. An

important precaution to be oserved here, while testing, is to be sure that

the upper cross bar is limited to a movement of less than 1.0 in. This

would prevent any damage to the flexible coupling.

4.5.4.2 The internal stage

The internal part of the high temperature stage is the nerve center for

the entire system because this is the part where the heated specimen is held

between grips, before deformation. Fig. 4.50 shows the top and bottom

flange attachments of the grip assembly. The top flange is located at the

top of the flexible coupling and the bottom flange is located under the 4-

way cross chamber. Fig. 4.51 shows the critical grip assembly. There are

two unique features of the design of this grip assembly.

a) Part No. 15 is part of a stainless steel ball which seats into a

hemispherical depression in Part No. 7. This allows accurate

alignment of the grip when the specimen is about to be loaded.

b) The ring 8 is threaded on to the grip 10 and when this is

tightened against the bottom of part no. 7, the entire grip

assembly from the flange, to the pin 12, becomes one rigid

construction and this permits compression loads to be transmitted

directly to the specimen without any relative movement in between.

The grip 10 and the pin 12 which are in direct contact with the

specimen were made of Inconel-750X which has excellent high temperature

resistance and strergth. Part nos. 11 and 13 are special ceramic insulators

made of Alumina AD-998. The properties of the Inconel and the ceramic are

provided in Table 4.19 along with the addresses of the suppliers.

,r • ' ' . . .. . , . . . . - - . . -.. . ,. . . .- . . . . . .
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Table 4.19 Important properties.of Ineonel 7OX and ceramic AD-998.

SI1) Inconel 750X.
Description: It is an age hardenable alloy with good

corrosion and oxidation resistance.Also
possesses excellent relaxation resistance.

* Major Applications: Gas turbine parts, Steam service and
nuclear reactor springsboltevacuum enve-

lopesextrusion dies, bellows forming tools.
Nominal chemical composition: Ni+Co -73%, Ti -2.5%,

* Fe - 7%, Or-15.5%.

Thermal conductivity: 12 W/m0C at 200C.
22.9 W/m0C at 815 0C.

Oxidation: Good to excellent.
p Carburization: Good to excellent.

High temperature strength and stability: Good to Exc.
Tensile strength: 1117-1331 MPa.
Yield strength : 793-979 10a.

* Elongation in 2": 30 - 156%.

B.H.N. : 300 - 390

2) Ceramic AD-998.
Specific gravity: 3.96

* Rockwell hardness: 90
Crystal size: I - 6 microns.

Color: Ivory
Compressive strer,;th: 3792 MPa at 25 0C.

E, 1930 MPa at 1000 0 C.
Flexural strength: 283 MPa. ,TYP. 25 0C.
Tensile strength: 207 MPa at 25 0 0.

103 XPa at 10000.
Modulus of elasticity: 393 VPa.
Shear modulus: 162 GPa.
Poisson's ratio: 0.22
Coeff. of linear thermal expansion: 3.44x1O- 6 /°C. at 25C.

t Thermal conductivity: 39.7 W/m-K at 200C.
6.3 W/m-K at 8000C.

Specific heat: 880 J/Kg.-K at 1000C.
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Part no. 9 is a copper annular cylinder with spiral copper tubes brazed

Son the external surface. Its purpose is to cool the grip If it gets too hot

while heating the specimen. Because of the large thermal mass of the jink,

it is anticipated that the grips would have to be cooled only if the

Stemperature of the specimen exceeds 2r.500K. As far as possible, we will

refrain from using the cooling system as it becomes a potential source for

water leakage and material degassing which would hinder the process of

* achieving a high vacuun. Every single component of the internal stage was

designed with utmost caution and fabricated at the Mechanical Development

Shop at Arizona State University.

4.5.5 Fabrication of tensile test specimen

The mechanical testing system was designed to accomodate both

cylindrical specimen, as well as plate type specimen, depending upon the

availability of raw material. As the heating of the specimen was to be done

by resistance-heating, a considerably large amount of current would be

required to heat up the cylindrical samples. Thus, it was decided that the

flat plate type specimen would be fabricated from the 0.25" dia. sintered

rods procured from Rhenium Alloys Inc.

E 4.5.5.1 Flat plate specimen

Because of the extreme hard nature of W and W alloys, it is virtually

impossible to grip the material between the Jaws of the grip without

7 providing a positive mechanical means of holding it. Invariably, the

tungsten cuts through the grip material and slips out even before a moderate

load is applied. Hence, it was necessary to design a configuration that

would allow the specimen to be pulled by horizontal pins. The ASTM [4.38J

Standard methods of tension testing of metallic materials was referred to,
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in this connection and eventually the dimensions of the specimen were drawn

out as Indicated in Fig. 4.52. The specimen itself was fabricated by

cutting out plates (24 mm x 6 mm x 0.75 mm) frao the 0.25 ins. dia. rod,. A

special diamond embedded cutter, with a thickness of 0.025 ins. was used for

this purpose. A lot of precautions were taken to maintain a feed rate that

would not distort the vertical surface that was being cut. The plates were

then mounted on an end milling machining and the right contours machined

using a diamond core drill operated at a speed of about 10000 r.p.m.

Inspite of the high speed and the fact that a diamond core drill was used,

the machined surface was not smooth and so it had to be finished in the

Electrical Discharge machine.
S

Fixtures and electrodes had to be designed before getting the sample

electrically discharge machined. Figs. 4.5.3 and 4.54 give cross sectional

views of the fixture for holding the s3pecimen and the electrode assembly

used for cutting, respectively. The specimen was then polished to remove

rough surfaces that might act as stress concentrators. The polishing was

done by using a paraffin mould to hold the specimon and Emery papers and

eventually the lapping machine was used, to give a mirror finish. In order

to polish all the surfaces uniformly, the sample was finally electropolished

in 10% aqueous solution of sodium hydronide with an Inconel Cathode.

4.5.5.2 Cylindrical specimen

The cylindrical specimen was fabricated by turning the sintered rod in

C a lathe, with the help of a tungsten carbide cutting tool. A lot of

problems had to be overcome before arriving at the optimum conditions for

machining the sample. The tip of the cutting tool was wearing out very fast

and it had to be sharpend every other minute. After rough machining in the

lathe, the sample was mounted in a rotatable chuck, in the EDM (Fig. 4.55)

C
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Fig. 4.53 Fixture for holding the specimen in the EDM,
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Fig. 4.52 Dimensions of the flat plate specimen.
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and rotated while the electrode was gradually introduced from the top to

effect the material removal. While designing the electrode, care was taken

to ensure that its contour corresponded exactly to that of the gage section,

of the sample.

* ~4.5.6 Tomperature measurement sxstem

Because of the nature of the testing and the small dimensions of the

specimen, it was impossible to drill a Hohlraum for temperature measurement.

Further, since the specimen was going to be resistance heated, it is

impossible to get any useful thermocouple output as the potential difference

in the circuit introduces spurious signals which do not mean anything as far

*0 as the temperature is concerned. Thus, it was necessary to use induction

heating to heat the sample and get actual temperatures using W-Re

thermocouple wires. The miarooptical pyrometer will be calilrated with the

* thermocouple readings and this calibration will be used to measure the

temperature of the specimen, during real-time testing.

The induction heating system is being set up for use, later, for vacuum

* annealing purposes. Fig. 4.56 is a schematic of the induction heating

system. The specimen is mounted in the glass tube and viewed with the

optical pyrometer, as shown. The glass chamber is being fabricated at the

b glass-blowing section, Chemistry Department, Arizona State University. The

mounting rack houses the ion-pump and the corresponding power supply and the

roughing pump provides the necessary roughing vacuum before the ion-pump

kicks on. A high frequency Lepel R.F. generator is being readied for this

sytem. The accuracy of temperature measurements, by this method is expected

to be better than ±IOOC in the 2000 to 25000K range.

Z
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4.5.7 General instrumentation and additional facility development

Other than the temperature measurement system there are 2 aspects of

the general instrumentation that merit mentioning in this section. They are

the vacuum system and the specimen heating system.

St4.5.7.1 Ion-pump vacuum system

For the reasons mentioned earlier, it is necessary to conduct the test

in an environment that is totally free from any conteminants. The best way

* to achieve this is to evacuate the entire chamber to a vacuum of better than

10"7 torr, the evacuating is done in two stages. The sorption pump brings

the pressure down to about 10-3 torr and then the ion pump takes over until

Sthe pressure gets down to 10-6 torr. The entire system is then baked with

I.R. lamps at 2500C for 48 to 72 hours to remove adsorbed gases.

4.5.7.2 Heating system for the specimen

The specimen will be heated up using a.c. current from a low

voltage/high current power supply. The output from the power supply is

carried to the two current feed troughs, at the side of the 1-way cross

chamber, by means of copper wires as shown in Fig. 4.47. Inside the vacuum

system, copper leads carry the current, through a tantalum sheet, t)ie

loading pin and then the specimen, and the circuit is completed back to the

power supply, as shown in Fig. 4.51 Tantalum is used between the copper and

the Inconel pin tfocause it has a high melting point and will serve as a sink

to the heat generated near the pin. If there is a lot of heat conducted to

the copper, then the copper wires will be replaced with tantalum wires

inside the vacuum system.

C

C
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4.5.7.3 The electron-beem zone refining system

As a part of the study of material problems for high temperature, high-

power space energy conversion systems, it was Proposed that we build an

electron-beam floating zone refiner, that could serve the dual purpose of

purifying materials and also distributing a desired impurity uniformly

throughout the material. Zone melting is a general term for controlling the

distribution of soluble impurities or solutes in crystalline materials.

Here, a short molten zone travels slowly through a relatively long solid

charge and while travelling redistributes the solutes in the charge.

The vital part of the design of the zone-refining system is shown in

Fig. 4.57. It essentially consists of a 4-way cross vacuum chamber with

cooling water lines on its peripheral surface. The chamber is evacuated

with an ion-pumped vacuum system. The specimen 5 is held in position by the

two linear motion feedthroughs. The electron beam source ii a filament 7

which surrounds the specimen. This electron gun can be moved up and down at

different speeds with the help of the stepper motor operated UHV linear-

motion drive 1. This unit is specially designed for high vacuum
S

applications and supplied by MS. Kurt J. Lesker Co., from Pennsylvania. The

various parts for the zone-refining system were procured in, 1984 but all

activities were temporarily shelved until early 1985 when we started working

on it again.

In addition to zone-refining, the system is being modified to grow

single crystals, bi-crystals and for electron beam melting purposes.
C

4.5.8 Conclusions

The tests conducted on the various alloy combinations should provide

4 sufficient information on the following aspects:

1) Ductility

• i,-., 2,.• v- 2 r- 2". - "•-'-, ' ' '•''• .•;'•],,'"v .'' ,"+\• '-" ' '.a•Z•.',•••• '* -,,V ,%',,••,.-,+ ':,I,.'.''•
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2) Modes of fracture

3) Grain boundary segregation of impurities.

The ductility of the materials is obtained from the change in length or

cross section of the test specimen at various temperatures. The reduction

in area would be zero below the DBTT and then it would increase with

temperature only to a certain extent until it comes down again as grain

boundary fracture dominates. It would be interesting to observe if the

addition of ThO, and HfC provides an increase in the reduction of area over

a wider temperature range.

As has been cited in literature, the modes of fracture are expected to

be one or a combination of the following: transcrystalline cleavage, ductile

tearing and grain boundary fracture. At temperatures of the order of

100/2000C, the fracture is expected to be of a brittle nature with a higher

percentage of grain boundary fracture than the cleavage type. However, as

the temperature increases, the cleavage will reduce and eventually disappear

and most of the fracture becomes either ductile tearing or grain boundary

fracture. The influence of Re on the mode of fracture of W-Re alloys has

been observed to be one in which there is a decrease in the amount of

cleavage failure. Further, the addition of ThO, and HfC is expected to

pranote ductile failure above the DBTT.

The yield stress and the ultimate stress are expected to increase with

additions of Re, ThO., and HfC but this effect is expected to wear out after

about 25000C when most of the alloys tested exhibit the same properites as

the parent material. It has already been established that the yield stress

varies very little with increase in temperature for pure tungsten, but is

increased considerably at lower temperatures with alloying additions. The

tests will certainly reveal whether tungsten can be additively strengthened
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at elevated temperatures by low concentrations of Re in solid solution and

by dispersed ThO. and HfC. If there is an increase in strength due to the

addition of Th0 2 and HfC,, the major factors contributing would be the wrain

size and the dispersoid size.

Calculations of Interparticle spacing using the Orowan relationship

should give information leading to the discrepancy in stress values with and

without the dispersoids. It will also show if it is the grain size or

dispersoid distribution or substructure stabilization that contributes to

the strengthening of the base metal. A plot of stress (without alloying) -

stress (with alloying) vs. temperature should amply demonstrate the origin

of incremental contributions to the UTS.

Post test Auger spectroscopy will be done in order to determine the

grain boundary segregation of impurities on the fractured surface. This

should reveal a qualitative and quantitative result of the dispersoids.

Eventually, an effort will be made to correlate the work functions from

the microscope and the bulk properties from the high temperature mechanical

testing, In order to arrive at some kind of a merit number for different

type3 of TEC materials.

4.5.9 Related activities in Research on embrittlement of W-Re alloys

As we are interested in studying the ductility of W and W/Re alloys, it

would be of utmost importance, to determine the factors that might possibly

be the reason for making W as brittle as it is. Embrittlement of W alloys

is caused by, among other things, grain boundary segregation and hydrogen

embrittlement. To complete the study on recrystallization and ductility, of

W-Re and W, Re, The., HfC alloys it is proposed to include, if time permits,

C an investigation of embrittlement by grain boundary segregation of

C
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interstitial impurity products as well as the effect of hydrogen charging on

the tensile strength of the alloys.

4.5.9.1 Grain boundary segregation

A major limitation in the usefulness of tungsten is its tenedency to be

brittle. This difficulty is especially acute when it is in the

polycrystalline form. Inspection of the fracture surfaces reveals that

polycrystalline tungsten often fractures along the grain boundaries.

Interstitial impurity products segregated in grain boundaries cause this

kind of fracture due to embrittlement and recrystallization further

diminishes ductility by localizing the brittle interstitial products in

* grain boundaries thereby increasing their intergranular concentrations.

The most embrittling component is carbon followed by oxygen, nitrogen

and finally hydrogen. However, tungsten has been doped with a number of

- impurities for certain benefits and studies have been done on the effect of

strength on the segregation of impurities in grain boundaries.

A. Joshi £4.39] and D.F. Stein used the Auger electron emission

*) spectroscopy for direct chemical analysis of fracture surfaces. Substantial

segregation of phosphorus to the grain boundaries was observed and it was

found that the concentration of phosphorus could be related to the DBTT.

The amount of segregation was also dependent on the grain size - the larger

the grain size, the greater the concentration of phosphorus at the grain

boundary and associated embrittlement. A combination of Auger electron

* spectroscopy and scanning electron microscopy was used [4.40] to identify

the source of the unique interlocked elongated grains responsible for the

high temperature sag resistance in doped W and W-Re alloys as due to bubbles

formed by the volatilization of potassium during sintering. They found that

by pinning grain boundaries, the bubbles raised the recrystallization

C.
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temperature. There was a thin layer of potassium remaining on the bubble

surfaces. The size and distribution of the bubbles was related to the

amount of material deformation during processing. Fig. 4.58 shows a typical

Auger Electron spectra of W-3.25% Re taken in situ immediately after

* fracture at room temperature.

Incidentally, Th additions to Iridium +0.3%W alloys [4.41) are known to

greatly increase their ductility during high temperature impact.

4 Segregation of thorium to grain boundaries in alloys containing 5 and 1000

ppm. Th was studied using AES to analyse Th rich precipitates on

intergranular fracture surfaces of an alloy containing 1000 ppm thorium.

4 The thorium enriched region was only a few atom layers thick. No additional

increase in grain boundary thorium level was observed as the overall thorium

level was increased fram 5 to 1000 ppm. This result indicated a solubility

Slimit of thorium in Iridium +0.3% W of < 5 ppm. Figs. 4.59 show the

comparisons of the Auger spectra for undoped Ir +0.3% W, 5 ppm doped Ir +

0.3% W, and 1000 ppm doped Ir + 0.3% W.

i We propose to use the Auger Electron Spectroscopy facility at the

Centre for Solid State Sciences, to investigate the fracture surfaces of W,

Re and W, Re, ThOi, HfC alloy tensile teit specimen and draw suitable

No conclusions on grain boundary segregation.

•4.9.2 Hydrogen embrittlement

An important impurity, that contributes to the embrittlement of

tungsten and tungsten alloys, is hydrogen. Hydrogen embrittlement has been

observed in metallic alloys of hexagonal close-packed, face centered cubic,

and body centered cubic crystalline structures and even in amorphous alloys.

In particular, the hydrogen embrittlement susceptibility of the body

centered cubic metals a-iron and the group VA elements have been well
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documented. However, the body-oentered cubic group VIA refractory elements

* have been considered the exception with very little, if not any,

susceptibility to hydrogen embrittlement. However, recent investigations on

chromium and molybdenum have shown otherwise and this leads us to believe

that there would be an effect of hydrogen charging on the mechanical

properties of tungsten.

F.E. Scyeryenie [4.42) and H.C. Rogers studied the effects of hydrogen

*) embrittlement of tungsten base heavy alloys. The tested alloys of W-Cu-NMi

and W-Fe-Ni that were heat treated in hydrogen and then quenched in water

under an atmosphere of hydrogen, before tensile testing the samples. They

i found that the effect of hydrogen heat treatment varied with alloy

composition the yield strength of all alloys remained unchanged. A 90W-YNI-

3Fe alloy, however, showed a significant amount of strain rate sensitivity

of ductility, as shown in Fig. 4.61 as compared to the 90W-5Ni-SFe alloy in

Fig. 4.60.

The effects of small additions of hydrogen on the mechanical properties

* of W was investigated by H.K. Birnbaum [4.43) et al. They found that the

effect of hydrogen on group VA metals far outweighed the effect on VIA

metals and this was attributed to the fact that the W system does not have

0 any known hydride, a positive heat of solution in equilibrium with the

hydrogen gas phase, and a hydrogen solid solubility which is extremely small

even at rather high temperatures. The effect of other impurities like, 0,

N, and C, during hydrogen treatment have been found to be of greater

significance than embrittlement by hydrogen. Further investigation [4.44]

of hydrogen embrittlement of group VIA metals, resulted in the fact that

0 under conditions of simultaneoun tension testing and cathodic charging, the

hydrogen was present at high fugacity at the tip of a crack or other stress

C
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concentrations. rhus, hydrogen entry into the lattice In relatively high

concentrations was possible at the point where it is most effective in

causing fracture, the crack tip. Only under such conditons will there be

significant hydrogen embrittlement in Mo and W. A similar conclusion was

drawn [4.45] when T.M. Devine studied the hydrogen cracking of 218 tungsten

wire. He found that, in view of the supposedly low mobility of hydrogen in

molybdenum, as well as the apparent immunity of unnotohed tungsten samples

to embrittlement, the crack initiation time and its relative insensitivity

to applied stress is the result of the entry of hydrogen as the rate

controlling step into the metal at the notch root and the accumulation of a

critical amount in the highly stressed region ahead of the notch.

As we are studying tungsten base heavy alloys and as it. has been

reported that there is same effect of hydrogen on such alloys, it appears

that a study on the hydrogen embrittlement of W, Re and W, Re, ThO., HfC

alloys would merit attention to some extent.

4.5.10 Recommendations for future activities on mechanical testing and

related topics

High temperature testing should be conducted on W,Re alloys with

separate components ThO. and HfC. This would make the optimization

procedure more effective and would provide a completeness to the study.

A high temperature tensile stage should be built, that is capable of

transferring the fractured specimen directly to the Auger chamber for

10• analysis. This would prevent atmospheric contamination of the fractured

surface which might lead to distorted conclusions regarding fracture

characteristics.

The induction heating system that was built for calibrating the

pyrometer temperature should be modified so that it could be used as a

Ct
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vacuu, annealing system. This will also enable one to study the ductile-

brittle transition tesperatures of various materials as temperatures below

80o0C, ooud also be measured using W-Ro thermocouples.

The g'ips used in the tensile stags should be modified to receive wires

so that tensile testing on wires could be carried out at elevated

temperatures. It is easier to heat up a wire than to heat up a mass of

material using resistance heating.

0

-0

-e~ ~
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APPENDIX-4. 1.

Derivation of the Riohardson-Dushman Equation

">tnsider an electron gas in equilibrium with a hot conductor. If we

k! i- Ae pressure of the gas, from kinetic theory we will know how many

electrons will strike on a unit area of hot conductor/sec. The leoctrons

that are absorbed must be compensated for by those that are mitted. Thus

the fraction of emitted electrons are 1-r where r is the so-called mean

reflection coefficient.

To get the pressure of the external electron gas, consider a Carnot

Engine operating between two temperatures T and T+dT, that evaporates

material from the saturated liquid state to the saturated vapor state during

the heat addition process. The efficiency of such an engineer is

approximately

w work out v gfP d' (I)

" heat supplied

or hfg =fg .T* d (2)

which is the Clausius-Clopoyron Equation. The molecular volume of the

external electron gas is

SF (3)

Fran (2) we get

* ~R"

We know that specific heat

Cp a (ah/T)p (5)
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Thin for a subliming solid,

dh • paI-c Cpot p- C p (6)

P gas Psolid p

Using the principle of equipartition of energy states, elementary classioal

mechanics and Thermodynamics, we can show that the total energy or N

molecules is

Per mole, we have
fr Nt4_ I 'T-Cn 7

' RT (8)

at i f
¢lnt

C ¢nt V tWv IR (9)

From thermodynamic considerations of a perfect gas,

C - C - R (10)

and so

Cp-f+ R al R (11)p 2 2

for a monatonic gas. (6) is now written as

Tr
h - CdT + h (12)fg Jo P

5g RT + h. (13)

Substituting (13) in (4) we get

h a 5 . (1f)
fp dT + .- (14i)

(,P
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Integrating,

In p - - h0/RT + 5tu T + C (15)

or p - T5 / 2 exp. E-h./RT]exp(C) (16)

The number of particles ti, striking a unit area of wall per unit time coming

in fro, all directions with all speeds is

* - 'r nUsav (17)

where n - p/kT (18)

Making the usual kinetic theory assumption of a Maxwellian distribution, the

mean speed is

uav - E8kT/wm]1/2  (19)

The above Equations may be combined to give

I" - p/(21rkT) 1/2  (20)

1 /2Eqtn. (16) can be converted into a current Eqtn. by dividing by (2wmkT)

the traction of emitted electrons are (1-r) of those that impinge on the

emitter; thus the emission current is

J - (1-r)A, T' exp.[-h./(RT)] (21)

Assuming r is independent of temperature, we have

J - A,Tlexp[-h./RT)] (22)

Where A, is the emission constant.

e

S..... .- ... • .,••••:.. ••, ,• • .,N, • ,v• ;• ,-.y , • • : :
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ho

Now - (23)

J - A,T2 *xp. [-$/(kT)l (24)

which is the Riohardson-Dushman Equation.

0

e

O

0

0

- e.
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APPENDIX-4 .2

Nomenclatur e

r - mean reflection coefficient.

1-r - fraction of emitted electrons.

T - Temperature (Lower) of Carnot engine.

nt - theoretical efficiency.

hfg - latent heat of evaporation one mole of electrons.

Vfg - increase in volume of the system accompanying the evaporation of
this quantity of electrons.

R - The gas constant.

P - Pressure of the gas.

Cp - specific heat or constant pressure.

Cp - Specific heat of constant pressure of subliming solid.

N - total number of molecules.-0

CM - mean total energy per molecule.

f - number of degrees of freedom.

n' - number of moles.
Ce
Cnt - internal energy of the gas.

int - internal energy per mole of the gas

C - molal specific heat at constant volume.

ho - constant of integration.

i - number of particles striking unit area of the wall per unit time.

n - number of particles per volume.

ua - arithmetic mean speed.

k - Boltzmann constant

m - mass of the particle.

J - emission current.

Ai - emission constant - 120 Amps./a'/°Ka

C
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0 - work function

a - Stress or force per unit area.

e - Strain on fractional deformation.

E - Elastic modulus on the ratio of stress to strain.

ay - yield strength representing resistance to initial plastic
deformation.

yt - Tensile strength representing the maximum strength.

e f - Elongation or the ratio of change in length to the original length.

R of A - Reduction of Area as the ratio of change in cross sectional area to

the original area.

E - Energy.

E f - Fermi energy level.

h - Plancks' s constant.

v - frequency of electromagnetic waves.

K max - maximum of energy of the electron.

M - Mali fication

A - Area of collector.

e
__0-a

-0- - - - - -
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V. EMISSIVITY DATA FOR METALS AT HIGH TEMPERATURES

5.1 ABSTRACT

A photon counting pyrometer has been built at Arizona State University

based upon a similar device originated by Dr. E. K. Storms at Los Alamos.

National Laboratories. The pyrometers have proven accurate to ±i10 K at

20000 K. Emissivity data at high temperatures for hafnium, iridium,

0 molybdenum, nobium, ruthenium, tantalum, tungsten and alloys of Hf, 3%-Zr

and Nb, 45%-Ir have been generated with this pyrometer. The relationship of

the emissivity to surface condition, grain size, alloying, crystal

* orientation and temperature are elements of investigation in this report.

Requirements for high temperature materials for space systems such as

thermionic energy converters requires accurate thermal radiation data, in

* particular emissivity, which is the primary objective of this work.

(
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5.2 INTRODUCTION

The search for thermodynamic properties of various materi&1s has proven

to be a never ending process for the experimental engineer and physicist.

Every experiment and every calculated correlation of data relies to bome

degree on the accuracy of the data published for the particular materials in

sue at the time. As time har progressed the materials have become

increasingly rare and much more specified in their uses. Requirements have

specified higher temperatures, more stable compositions, and various

mixtures of properties.

The temperatures of the materials used in thermionic energy conversion

diodes are routinely over 2000 degrees Kelvin, with some reaching 3000

degrees. At these temperatures the properties of the materials used in the

diodes are very difficult to find in published material. Since the measured

efficiency of a diode is dependent upon the radiation losses and the

radiation heat transfer between materials, the emissivity of the diode

material is a very important property in the prediction of diode

perf ormance.

A thorough research of current published data was made in order to

determine the extent of the problem in determining the exact properties of.

thermionic diode materials at very high temperatures. The first sources

identified were the collected works of Gubareff, Janssen and Torburg [5.1]

and the well known compilation of data by Touloukian and DeWitt [5.2].

These comprehensive publications are standard references for many radiationC
properties and have been in use for many years. Both publications contain a

wealth of data in the hiihpr temperature ranges for the more common

materials such as tungsten, tantalum, and molybdenum. Another search
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produced more publications of data that would substantiate the collected

data and provide Information on the less teated materials.

The data was assembled and a common problem merged. Eaoh paper or

serieb of papers dealt with materials suitable for use in a speoifLo field.

For example, Kenisarin 15.33 studied different materials in order to find a

new high tempera••ure standard to replace the Gold fwunace presently in use.

Ratanapupech and Bautista [4] measured the emissivity of metals and their

alloys in a molten state so that the temperature of a melt could be

accurately determined. The materials used In thermionio diodes were not

usually considered.

Several theories on the behavior of the emissivity were also

discovered. Ratanapupech and Bautista [5.41 produced an expression that

related the emissivity of a liquid metal alloy to the dmissivities of the

parent metals. If this could 1e extended to solid alloys the testing of

every alloy mixture of two materi1al would not be required. Dimitriev and

Chistyakova [5.5] described the dependence of the emissivity of metals on

the temperature and wavelength. L. K, Thouas [6) estimated the wavelength

dependence of the emissivity of tungsten and molybdenum alloys on the Fermi

energy levels of the materials. The ability to calculate the emJssivity of

a material seemed to be possible.

The problem was defined, Expeimentally determine the emissivity for

materials eurrently under study for use in thermionic diode energy

conversion. The measured data was examined for any correlaticna that. may

permit the prediction of the emissivity of a material without experimental

measurement. Th, dependence of the emissivity on the temperature, crystal

structure, crystal orientation, surface preparation, grain structure and

annealing process were investigated.

C
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Symbol&

A attenuation factor
e emitted energy
R pyrometer count rate
T tmperature
Y dead time of photomultiplier
C emiasivity
A wavelength
C, Planok's first constant
Ca Planok's second Constant

Subscr'ipts

C of calibration furnace (corrected)
S of specimen (oorrected)
I filter number
M measured value
x spectrally dependent

e
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5.3 EQJIPMENT

5.3.1 Pyrometer

Once the requirement for temperature and thermal radiation measurement

at very high temperatures was establtshed the instriuentg necessary for the

tas at hand were sought. A survey of current high temperature measurement

devices produced several types of optical pyrometer.

Each of the pyrometers studied has its own shortocminps and advantages.

The first pyrometer considered is the disappearing filament pyrometer. This

device has been used for years in situntions wbere the temperatures of a

material are not measurable by thermocoupler.. This pyrometer operates on

0) the comparison principal, where the intensity of the sample is compapred to a

heated filament wire that is within the pyrometer. When the filament is

heated to the same temperature as the target it disappears. Filters may be

* used to restrict the incoming radiation to a single wavelangth, increasing

the accuracy by elimination of the wavelength as a variable. These

pyrometers are extremely accural.e in the temperature range at which the

* instrument is calibrated. The accuracy suffers as the tumperature varies

from the calibration temperature. This is not usually critical since the

instrument may be readily recalibrated, but, it Is vary time consuming when

wide temperature ranges are being measured.

The major error in this pyrometer is the operator himself. The

operator must compare the color of the reference filament in the pyrometer

with the color of the zest sample. Color perception and focusing are

individual qualities of each person. Several measurements of temperatures

with this type of pyrometer have been recorded as a temperature range

instead of a specific temperature. Branstetter and Schaal [5.7] plotted the

emissivities measured with a disappearing filament for a comparison to the
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target temperature. The difference between the autaoatio pyreaeter and the

disappearing tilaent pyrometer Is the detection device. Instead of an

optical comparison by the operator a photamultiplier Is used to Compare the

emission ot the tilament and the sample. The comparison is performed at

high speed by the manipulation at mirrors, shutters or both. This type of

device is used by several of the national bureaus of standards of other

countries C10,11] and is also interfaced to microcomputers L5.8,5,1]

providing the possibility tor completely autoaatio laboratory functioning

based on the pyrometer readings.

Initial work in the field of thermionio emissions brought oontaot with

E. K. Storms [5.12), from Los Alamos National Laboratory, who enuountered
0

this same problem in his work on the determination of work funotions of

materials at high temperatures. His solution removed the reference heating

filament from the automatic pyrometer. The photomultiplier recorded the
0

electro-magnetic radiation emitted by a tavget directly. The thermal

radiation emitted by a material is related to the temperature of the

material by Wien's approximation0

eA -2 Cj/ exp(Ca/?,T) (5.1)

Given a measurement of the emitted energy the temperature can then be

compared to the energy emitted by a calibrated source. From Weon's formula

two equations are developed, one for the energy emitted by the oalibrated

source and another for the energy emitted by the specimen being measured.

• - 2 C1 /X5 exp(C,/XT0 ) (5.2)

as - 2 CIXs exp(Cl)/TS) (5.3)

C
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The ratio of mitted energy for the oalibrated aouroe to the emitted energy

for the unknown source aan then be found.

eC/e S - exp(CI/XT$ - CI/ATC) (5.4)

Salving for the unknown temperature yields

Ts - 1/[ln eC/es) A/C2 + C](5.5)

The instrument has proven accurate to within W2 K at 20000 K without0
reoalibration at any of the higher temperatures. The output is digitized,

tesulting in the ability to reoord the temperatures by simply conneoting a

printer or digital storap device. Sinae this met all at the requirements

of the experiment a pulse counting pyrcmeter was constructed.

The construction of a pulse oounting pyrometer was the next order of

business. The details of the construotion and operation at the pyrometer0
are outlined In appendix A. The photamultiplier measures a selected mount

of radiation determined by the optioal assembly. This assembly allows fort

1 . selection oa the wavelength of radiation to be sampled, 2. selection of0
the size of the sample area to be measured, 3. a ranging, measurement of

broad temperature ranges, and 4. the ability to aim the pyrmeeter at the

desired sample area.

The individual parts of the optical processing assambly are labeled in

Fig. 5.1. The thermal radiation from the test specimen enters the camera

lens (a) where the image is focused into the optical assembly. AnS

interference filter (b) restricting the incoming radiation to a specific

wavelength. A filter operating at a wavelength of 535nm is used in this

device.
e

C.
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The image of the specimen is foused onto a nickel mirror (o). The

mirror serves three purposes. An aperature .1mm in diameter is drilled in

the center of the mirror. The aperature restricts the mount of radiation

that is admitted to the photomultiplier tube. The aperature also allows the

pyrometer to be aimed at a very small area on the test specimen. Finally

the mirror Itself is used to aim the pyrometer at the test specimen. A 6

power eyepiece is used for the aiming process (d).

The filter section (e) is composed of three neutral density filters

selectable with a lever on the side of the pyrometer. The three different

filters attenuate the level of the radiation entering the photomultiplier

tube. the attenuation provides three ranges of pyrometer operation

permitting the measurement of temperatres from 1000 to 3000K.

The photomultiplier (f) converts the thermal radiation into a series of

electrical pulses. These pulses differ in voltage corresponding to the

level of energy of the photons detected by the photcaultipli6r. The pulses

are processed by a Princeton Applied Research 15.13) Model 1121

Discriminator-Amplifi er (g). The discriminator section produces a signal

based on the photaoultiplier output. The amplifier section amplifies the

discriminator output to a level compatible with the counting equipment. The

output from the discriminator-amplifier if fed into a Hewlett-Packard [5.141i

Model 5308 Frequency Counter-Timer (h). The frequency counter displays the

number of pulses produced by the discriminator-amplifier in the form of a

frequency (counts per second). The displayed reading is the measured count

rate. The count rate is corrected and then converted to a temperature value

or is used as is in emissivity calculations. Each of these processes are

discussed in the procedures section.

_ Cf,
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5.3.2 Vacuum System

The testing of materials at very high temperatures required a vacuum

system to prevent the oxidation of the materials. Shur and Peletskii [5.153

found that the minimum vacuum required to prevent this oxidation was a
_6

pressure of 3x10 Tr.'r. A vacuum system that would reach this level was

readily available in the form of a diffusion pump and bell jar vaouum

chamber. The system 1i very fast and simple to operate.

5.3.3 Heating Apparatus

The heating method used in this series ot experiments is electron

bombardment (Fig. 5.2). This method uses a tungsten heating filament (a)

that 13 heated ')y an AC current. The heating of the filament causes the

"boiling off" of high energy electrons from the surface of the filament (b).

The freed electrons are propelled toward the specimen by applying a high0
voltage potential (c) between the filament and the sample. The energy

imparted to the sample by the impact of the high energy electrons heats the

sample to very high temperatures. The power supply used in this apparatus

incorporates a 10 Kilovolt DC supply operating at up to 0.5 Amperes C5.161.

This DC high voltage is the ground level for an AC power- supply operating at

up to 10 Volts and 20 Amperes. The AC supply provides the current to heat

the tungsten filament and boil off the electrons while the DC supply

provides the high voltage potential between the filament and the test

specimen.

C
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5.3.4 Sample Preparation

The materials used in this series of tests were selected based on

availability and on their projected use in thermionic diode energy

conversion research. The materials were hafnium, iridium, molybdenum,

niobium, ruthenium, tantalum, tungsten and two alloys, Nb, 45%-Ir and Hf,

3%-Zr (percentage based on atomic weight).

Each sample was approximately 2mm thick and 12 to 20rm in diameter. A

hohlraum 1mm in diameter and 10mm deep was drilled through the edge of theS
sample by electrical discharge machining (for the smaller diameter samples

the hole was 0.6mm dia. and 6mm deep). The hohlraum was parallel to each

flat surface and passed thorough the center of the sample (Fig. 5.3). TheS
sample test area was polished with one or more grades of polishing compound:

600 grit carborundum wet/dry abrasive paper, 3 micron diamond or 0.5 micron

diamond lapping compound. The test area produced by the polishing was on a

plane perpendicular to the hohlraum centerline. The sample was bonded to a

tantalum holder and placed in the test apparatus mounted to the vacuum

chamber (Fig. 5.3d).

(-
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5.4 PROCEDURE

Two steps were made before any of the measurements were taken. These

were simple precautions to insqure the proper functioning of the pyrometer

and the validity of the measured data. First the attenuation of the bell

jar was measured. A constant temperature source was placed in the vacuum

chamber. The pyrometer measured the emission of the source. The bell jar

was then placed in position and a second measurement was made. The ratio of

these two measurements was included in the attentuation values for theS
pyrometer filters (see Appendix A).

The next step was the verification of the actual sample area of the

pulse counting pyrcmeter. There was same doubt on my part as to the actual

area of the sample that was measured by the pyrometer. A niobium sample was

prepared with three different diameter hohlraums: 1 .4mm, 0.7mm and 0.4mm.

The 1.4mm hohlraum was only drilled to a depth of 10ram because of the sizeS
of the sample. The face of the sample was polished to provide a uniform

surface around each of the hohlrauns. The sample was heated to 15000 K and

allowed to stabilize for a period of 1 hour. The emission of the sample was

measured for 10 minutes to confirm that the temperature was stable.

Measurements of each of the three hohlraums were made. The pyrometer was a

iixed distance from the sample. The smallest emission measured was at the

largest (1.4mm)hohlraun. This procedure confirmed the size of the sample

area of the pyrometer to be approximately 0.4mm at a distance of 200am frau

the sample.

The objectives of the test measurements were considered during the

conduct of the heating process. The evaluation of the emissivity data

required a knowledge of the changes that occurred in the emissivity and the

material surface condition from the initial heating through extended

_' _- -- _ _- -- -
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exposure to temperatures above 20000 K. The data assembled would reveal the

change in microscopio surface condition and the effeot that this ohange had

on the emissivity of the material.

Two different heating processes were used to examine different effects

on the emissivity and the surface conditions. Tungsten was used to test the

effect of annealing on the emissivity and tantalum was used to test the

effect of the surface preparation on the eamissivity. The annealing process

prescribed in many of the paper-s [5.6,5.7,5.15) included very long periods

of time under extremely high temperatures. Neuer and Worner [5.17), in

their study of the emissivity of steel alloys, carefully observed the time

and temperature dependence of the annealing effect concluding that the

annealing process was very fast. Most materials showed a change immediately

after applying tha heat. The anneal Ing effect was complete after a maximum

of 30 minutes at. fairly low temperatures. The annealing effect at elevated

temperatures was complete after 10-20 rainutes. The examination of this

process in the tungsten sample would require slow heating with frequent

emissivity measurements.

The sample was initially heated to approximately 1300,1 K. Emissivity

measurements were then taken up to a temperature of 21000 K. The

temperature of the sample was decreased and stabilized at approximately

15000 K for a period of 2 hours. This annealing temperature was chosen

based on results obtained by Shur and Peletskii in their measurements on the

emissivity of titanium and titanium iodid [5.15]. The time factor chosen

was half of the time used in their testing. The emissivity measurement

continued from 1100 up to 24000K.

The other heating procedure was designed to optimize the time of the

test and allow checking for an annealing effect in the material. Each

C
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sample was heated to approximately 15000 K for a period of 30 minutes. the

temperature was decreased to 11000 K where emissivity measurements began.

The temperature was increased and emissivity measurements made up to 24000

K. The temperature was decreased to approximately 2000, 1800, 1600 and

14000 K and emissivity measurements were taken. The second set of

measurements recorded any change in the sufface condition. The effect of

the crystal orientation on the emissivity of a material was evaluated using

a niobium single cry.stal specimen. This sample was polished on three faces

450 apart. The emissivity of' each face was measured at every temperature

level.

The recorded measurements of the pyrometer must be corrected for the

dead time of the photamultiplier and for the attenuation of the bell jar and

filters. The corrected count rates are converted into the temperature and

emissivity values. The dead time and attenuation values are obtainedV

experimentally. The process for obtaining these values is described in

Appendix 5.9. The corrected count rate is found from the expression

*R -.A t/(-R (5.6)

The temperature is related to the corrected count rate through Wien's

appr oximat ion

TS a 1/.(ln Rc/RS) ,/C 2 + 1/TC (57)

The emissivity of a material is defined as the energy emitted from a

surface compared to the energy emitted by a black body at the same

temperature and wavelength. Since the pyrometer measures a relative level

of emitted energy, the emissivity is a simple comparison of the corrected

count rates measured at the hohlraum and at the surface

C.
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*R /R (5.8)A S H

S5.5 ERROR REDUCTION

The measurement of any quantity involves oampariuion of the measurement

in one set or conditions to a recognized standard of measurement. This

* series of tests involves two measurements, the sample temperature and

emmisasivity. Both of the measurements are dependent on the accuracy of the

pulse counting pyrometer. The errors associated with the operation of the

* photanultiplier are ditoubsed in detail in Appendix 5.9 The effect of these

errors on the test results are discussed in this section. Other errors in

emissivity and temperature measurement are also presented, as well as the

* steps taken to reduce the effects cf those errors.

5.5.1 Pyrcieter Error

The pyrometer contains two sources of error. The calibration is the

first source of error in any type of measurinS device. Pyrometers ar•

normally calibrated against a tungsten strip lamp resident in the

laboratory. The strip lamp is sent to the National Bureau of Standard for

calibration against the national temperature standards. The national

temperature standards are calibrated against a gold furnace, the

International standard for high tumperature calibration. The strip lamp is

then installed In the laboratory in a controlled envirorment chamber with an

adjustable power supply.

The possibility of error introduced by this system is enormous. TheC
extension of the gold standard to very high temperatures introduces an error

that has been discussed in many papers. Kenisarin E5.3), Jones and Tapping

£5.18] and Ruffino £5.19) have all proposed the use of a different material

with a higher freezing point as the international temperature standard for
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this very reuon. Also, every transfer of the initial calibration standard

results in the introduction of a small error in temperature measurement.

The lest number of transfers is two: one from a gold furnace to a strip

lamp at the National Bureau of Standard and the other from that strip lamp

to the user's strip lamp. the calibration by the National Bureau of

Standards provides the user with a sheet of temperature readings at 1000 K

steps. These temperatures are recorded for a pyrometer using a wavelength

of .655 microns. The pyrometer is calibrated at these tenperatures.

The calibration of the pulse counting pyrometer reduces the usual level

of pyrometer error by calibrating the device with a copper furnace operated

by E. K. Storms at Los Alamos National Laboratory [5.12). This pyrometer

also operates in a controlled and predictable manner above the copper

melting point. The result is a pyrometer that is accurate to less than

*14 K at temperatures above 20000 K [5.12].

5.5.2 Black Body Cavity

The hohlraum drilled into the edge of each of the test specimens serves

as the point of measurement of the temperature of the sample. The use of

hohlraums as black body cavities has been studied at great length for its

simplification cf the measurement of very high temperatures. Branstetter

and Schaal at NASA Lewis experimentally measured the emissivities of several

geometries of cavity [5.7). The results indicated that a cylindrical cavity

with a length to diameter ratio of 7 to 1 would yield an emissivity of .99.

A mathematical formulation of the same problem was made by Y. Ohwada at the

Japanese National Research Laboratory of Metrology. His results

incorporated both isothermal and non1sothermal cavities of cylindrical and

- conical geometries. His mathematical formulation for isothermal cavities

indicated an emissivity of .9938 [5.20). The evaluation of a nonisothermal

C.
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cavity indicated an mitsivity of .990 C5.21. The experimental and

mathhmattoal calculations indicate an error of leas than 1% is introduced by

the assumption of the hohlraums as black cavities,

5.5.3 Temperature Gradient

The measurement of the emissivity was a caparison between the energy

emitted at tho hohlraum to the energy emitted at the surface. hn error was

introduced because of the physical method used to make the energy level

measurements at the hohlraum and the surface. The measurdeent of both

energy levels were made by the same pulse oounting pyrometer.

The hohlraum was measured first then the pyrometer was aimed at the

surface of the sample to obtain the surface emission, the pyrcmeter was

again aimed at the hohlraum for a second temperature measurement. This

process required a certain amount of time to perform. The normal time

* required for hits process was five seconds to measure the temperature, two

seconds to move the pyrometer and stabilize the reading, five seconds to

measure the surface emission, two seconds to move the pyrometer again, and

* five seconds to measure the temperature for a total time of nineteen

seconds. This length of time was enough to allow the power supply to drift

slightly from the initial value causing a change in the temperature of the

* sample. The temperature change was usually less than 20 K. However, the

variation did reach levels of 100 K. The evaluation of the temperature for

each emissivity measurement was an average of six to ten readings made by

the pyrometer, half from before the surface measurement and halt after. Any

data recorded that had a temperature change of more than 50 K was discarded.

This threshold guaranteed a temperature measurement accurate to within 1% of

e the temperature of the surface at the time of the surface measurement.

C
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The calculation of the emissivity presented a larger error than that

considered for the temperature measuraments. The source of this error was

based in the operational charaoteristios of the pulse counting pyrometer.

The actual number of pulses counted at higher temperatures (above 15000 K)

was between one and two million counts per second. All seven of the digits

were recorded and used in calculations. A 10 K temperature change at 15000

K caused a change of about 10,000 oounts per second. This results in the

high accuracy Of the pulse counting pyrometer for measuring temperatures.S
However, this also causes problems with any temperature instability in the

test specimen. The temperature change during the measurement process

described above resulted in a large difference in the energy readings madeS
by the pyrometer. This difference affected the calculated emissivity.

Changing the temperature by 50 K resulted in a variation of the calculated

emissivity by 5%. This variation increased with an increase in

temperature. Combining all of the factors in this section the recorded data

should be accurate to approximately 7%.

* 5.6 RESULTS

Figures 5.4 through 5.9 show the measured emissivity of the materials

tested. Data collected from other papers and publications are shown as

bands or curves of emissivity as a function of temperature. Note that most

published data for the normal spectral enissivity of a material was measured

at a wavelength of .655 microns. The data was adjusted to a wavelength of

.535 microns by Planck's Law

e 2 C 1/{Xs'exp(C,/XT - 1))}

C
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Where there are several sources of data the emissivitles measured In this

series compare favorably with the results obtained by others. Table 5.1

lists the measured data for each of the materials tested.

Figure 5.4 shows the plots of the tungsten data and the expected data

for this wavelength. The data for the polished surface lies within the

range of past test results, verifying the experimental method being used and

the operation of the pulse counting pyroaeter. Figures 5.5 and 5.6 show the

tantalum and molybdenum data which also fall near the expected results.

The variable with the greatest effect on the emissivity is, not

surprisingly, the surface condition. With various surface preparation, and

before annealing took place, the emissivity varies by more than 40%. This0
is much greater than the differences between materials. it can also be seen

from the tantalum and tungsten plots that there Is a definite effect from

the annealing process. Curves 1 were obtained during the initial heating

cycle. Curves 2 were obtained after a period of 2 hours at approximately

15000 K. The effects of the annealing process can be observed both in the

differences in emissivities and in a comparison of the surface condition

before and after the heating cycle. The before-and-after inspections ot

each of the specimens revealed a smoothing effect caused by the. anneal ing

process. The annealing time turned out to be much less than reported in

various other experiments [5.6,5.7,5.15). Consultation with Jmes Morris

(recently at NASA Lewis, currently at Arizona St. Univ.) revealed that there

seoms to be a definite relation between the annealing characteristics of the

material and the recrystallization temperature of the material. Decause the

measurements were taken only at the surface the effects of the

recrystallization process made themselves known within minutes, not hours.e
This is supported by the results obtained by Neuer and Worner in their tests

on steel alloys [5.17]. Due to different definitions of the

C
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Tu41e 6a .5427 - .4066*- T
Tantalum I a .5245 - .7926e-4 T
Nolybdonum 6 a .5656 .-.95660-4 T
Nioblum

* single orystal 6 a .5244 - .76730-4 T
pal y7ys@tal I I o .5646 - .866e-4 T

Niobin-45% Iridium 6 w .0327 - .122e3- T
Iridium 6 a .4078 - .4A21-4 T
HKffton 6 a .5074 - .IIU-2 T
Kafnium-5% Zirconium n a 1.0406 - .5446.2 $
Rutbenium 6I .5615 - .14804-2 T

* Table 5.1. Line fit of emissivity data as a
function of temperature (0 Kelvin).

0

e
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Tamp amiss Temp amiss Temp Islas

curve 1
1639 .549 1979 .545 2073 .548
1762 .539 1990 .537 2084 .548
1856 .541 2006 .535
curve 2
1604 .470 2155 .440 2327 .427
1750 .448 2235 .431

Tesp laise Tamp amiss Temp amiss

curve I
* 1814 .646 1859 .587 1851 .511

1825 .645 13s .568
1842 .665 1973 .534
curve 2
1434 .417 1942 .379 2099 .346
1520 .405 1995 .378 2115 .341
1584 .397 2001 .369 2163 .336
1606 .392 2011 .362 2226 .323
1717 .362 2031 .367 2285 .318
1860 .347 2041 .361 2329 .310
1898 .365 2050 .362 2383 .312
1938 .375 2057 .361 2415 .312

Temp amiss Temp amiss Temp amiss

1013 .458 1735 .396 1968 .377
1374 .449 1778 .388 1902 .372
1416 .438 1612 .385 2027 .370
1481 .430 1839 .385 2042 .373
1546 .419 1846 .382 2077 .373
1601 .415 136 .380 2082 .372
1724 .398 1927 .380 2091 .372

Table 5.2. Emissivity data
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sinLgle crystal
Temp gates Tamp Igaes Tamp gIus&

1589 .355 1936 .324 2217 .309
1721 .347 1965 .320 2310 .297
1777 .337 2057 .320 2331 .260
1848 .339 2065 .315 2365 .250
1857 .334 2136 .319 2407 .249

polyorystalline
Temp Isls Tamp ,aiss Tamp slass

1476 .523 1758 .402 2036 .373
1580 .462 1772 .406 2018 .378
1669 .414 1848 .403 2148 .374
1706 .405 1914 .3A0 2206 .363
1728 .405

M~hi bI um-4BS~ Iridiun

Tamp Wals. Temp Islas Temp slass

1431 .536 1698 .423 1817 .376
1515 .520 1788 .394 1827 .365
1601 .475 1799 .389 1887 .344
1641 .436 1809 .384 1916 .319

Temp Isls Temp 3l.as Temp 3sls.

1526 .336 16.39 .338 1845 .333
1614 .341 1822 .324 1933 .320
as as a s ~ ~ sa saal iOIgl s s a ssa sasassa sasiasasas Sassass sesas assg m l

* tlaJnLu,
Temp tsals Temp Islas Tamp Isola

1506 .450 1755 .361 1892 .392
1552 .400 1815 .372 1914 .382
1630 .383 1817 .374

Table 5.2. Emissivity data (continued)

e
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Temp ialso Teap Zola& Temp salss

1542 .465 1631 .450 1790 .338
1467 .478 1673 .439 1153 .296
1527 .471 1738 .411 1918 .269

imm mm~qliqm mD ql~mm mi m m mnB m m i t1mqm ql Hii m Qm mm DI• •QgQm inm m m mmm mm mm mm mm mm m m mmmm mm m a

Temp galas Temp Rai&& Temp galas

1624 .233 1032 .297 1940 .307
1700 .334 1873 .299

Table 5.2. Emissivity data (continued)

0

o
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recrystallization temperature a definite annealing temperature cannot be

* defined. A guideline of 0.4 times the melting point of the material is used

for evaluating these test results.

It appears that a linear relationship exists between the normal

* spectral emissivity of snoe materials and the temperature of the material.

Dimitriev and Ch1s3yakova [5.15) and Zhorov [5.22) have found relationships

for the emissivity of a material as a function of temperature. Since the

data collected here is linear in nature a least squares method of curve

fitting is applied to each of the plots yielding the results in Table 5.2.

Several of the materials were sampled over too small a temperature

difference to provide a good line fit of the data (Ru, Nb-Ir, Hf, Hf-Zr). A

future investigation in other wavelength bands could yield the same kind of

results. L. K. Thomas at the Westinghouse R & D Center predicted the

* wavelength dependence of material emissivity based on the Fermi energy level

of the material [5.6). With his work and the theory set forth here, it may

be possible to describe the emissivity of a material based only on the

material properties and a known surface environment.

Ratanapupech and Bautista [5.4] determined an expression for the

emissivity of a mixture of liquid metals in terms of the mole fractions and

emissivities of the elements that compose the mixture. An attempt is made

to find a similar expression for solid alloys. The results of the alloy

measurements are in Fig. 5.7 and 5.8. There seems to be no relation at all

between the emissivity of a solid alloy and the emissivities of the

constituents. Instead the surface condition dominates the property of

emissivity. The Nb, Ir plot is close to the Nb plot at low temperature,then

it moves toward the Ir plot as the temperature rises. The melting point of

the material was reached at a temperature reading of 21300 K (this alloy is
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a eutectic with a melting point of 21371 K). The Hf, Zr (Fig. 5.8) alloy

showed a strong relationship to the emissivity plot of the Hf. This could

be a function of the small percentage of Zr in this particulsr alloy, the

comparison of the samples after testing revealed that the Hf and Hf,Zr have

completely different microscopic surface conditions. Data published for

other alloys (Mo-W, W-Re, W-Ta, W-Nb, Ta-Mo among others) also have no

relationship to the properties of the base metals.

The relationship of the emissivity to the microscopic surface area is

hampered because of problems in measurement of the surface roughness.

Shestakov, et. al. [5.23) performed an analytical evaluation of the effect

of the roughness on the emissivity but did not, provide a solution for the

measurement of the roughness itself. Neuer and Worner £5.17] performed a

regular etching of steel surfaces using the electrical machining process.

The analytical. calculations of the emissivity of these samples closely

followed the experimental results. These investigations show the

possibility of calculating the emissivity based on surface condition, the

relationship of the surface roughness to the emissivity did not appear in

these tests. The surface roughness caused by a relatively rough polish does

not prevail over the annealing effect.

The effect of the crystal orientation on the emissivity is explored by

testing a Niobium single crystal at three different orientations. The

measurements show less variation than the accuracy of the measurement

process. However the difference between the single crystal and

polycrystalline samples is surprising. Microscopic analysis reveals that

the polycrystalline sample acquired numerous surface pits from the annealing

process accounting for the higher emissivity values over the single crystal

sample (Fig. 5.7).

C%
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5.7 CONCLUSIONS

The pulse counting pyrcmeter proved to be an excellent instrument for

measuring the energy emitted by a material. The resulting data can be used

to directly measure emitted energy rather than requiring inference from a

measured temperature. Material properties which are based on an emitted

energy can be calculated.

The emissivity of materials has been shown to be a strong function of

the surface preparation with the temperature a weak function at any oneS
wavelength. A possible expression for the emissivity as a function of

temperature is given for some or the materials tested. The crystal

orientation does not effect the material eWissivity. However the difference

between a single crystal structure and a polycrystalline structure does

affect the emissivity. The emissivity of an alloy is not related to the

constituents but is determined by the surface conditions. The annealing

process and its effect on the emissivity is related to the grain structure

of the material and the growth of the grains during heating. The normal

spectral emissivities of hafnium, iridium, molybdenum, niobium, ruthenium,0
tantalum and tungsten, Hf, 3%-Zr and Nb,45%-Ir are recorded.

The determination of the emissivity from the material properties seems

to be within grasp. Further study Into the effect of the recrystallization

temperature and the annealing process is necessary to accurately predict the

transition point and the properties of a material before and after that

point. The grain size and structure should be accurately measured during

each step of the heating process. Then the prediction of the emissivity

from the surface roughness may be made. The final product should be an

accurate emissivity value of any desired metal at any temperature. The

extension of this to the total and hemispherical emissivities also seems
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possible. The end result would be a savings of many man hours of testing

and researoh and would allow the pursuit of more meaning studien.
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5.8 Appendix

Pulse Counting Pyrometer

The photon/pulse counting pyrometer was designed by Dr. E. K. Storms

at Los Alamos National Laboratory [5.27]. It was designed to provide a very

accurate and easy to use pyrometer for the laboratory. The device uses a

photomultiplier to detect the thermal radiation emitted from a source. The

electrical pulses produced by the photomultiplier are counted and compared

to the number of pulses produced at a calibration temperature. The results

is the temperature of the source. The detailed construction, calibration

and operation of the pulse counting pyrcmeter is presented.

* 5.8.1 Construction

The first step in construction is obtaining a photcmultiplier tube and

housing assembly. The assembly used is a 9813B photcmultiplier and a RFI/B-

* 213F housing [5.283. This assembly is mounted on a base plate of aluminum

to allow the mounting of the optical assembly. The pyrometer is shown in

Figure 5.10. The optical assembly is composed of an inexpensive camera lens

* (a), an interference filter (b), a nickel mirror (c), an eyepiece (d), and a

neutral density filter assembly (e).

The camera lens may be of any variety. A fixed focal length model was

used. The use of a variable focal length may be possible but has not beezn

attempted. The lens is attached to an aluminum box with a bayonet mount.

The aluminum box may be of any size and shape. The interference filter is

mounted just behind the camera lens. The nickel mirror is mounted on a

aluminum block at an angle of 450 to the incident radiation. A .1mm hole is

drilled in the center of the mirror parallel to the incident radiation. The

e neutral density filter assembly is from a Northrup & Leeds optical

pyrometer. It contains two filters and one opening without a filter. The
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eyepiece is positioned at 900 to the incident radiation and is focused on

the mirror.

The only critical alilament is in the positioning of the mirror and

the camera lens on the center line of the photomultiplier. Care should be

taken to keep all three components on the same axis. The distance of the

mirror from the camera lens should be checked to insure the ability to focus

an image onto the mirror at a distance of '15 to 25 cm from the camera lens.

A 6 power eyepiece is used in this instrument and is more than adequate.
S

5.8.2 Theory of Operation

The operation of the pyrometer is broken down into three major

* sections. The optical section of the pyrometer is the selector section of

the pyrometer, restricting the incoming thermal radiation to a single

wavelength and sampling a small area of the source. Each portion of the

• optical section serves a specific purpose. The camera lens gathers the

radiation emitted by the source. As the radiated beam enters the optical

assembly the interference filter acts to admit only a specific wavelength of

* the radiation. The mirror positions an image of the source In the focal

axis of the eyepiece for aiming the pyrometer. The aperature drilled in the

mirror restricts the sampled portion of the source to a very small area.

The exact area is determined by the distance the pyrometer is from the

source. The neutral density filters attenuate the incoming radiation to a

level that is within the linear operating range of the photomultiplier

detector.

The detector section ls the photomultiplier assembly. The

photamultiplier works on the principle of photoemission and secondary-

* electron emission in crder to detect very low levels of light [5.29]. The

incoming thermal radiation strikes the photocathode at the front of the
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photomultiplier tube. The photoelectric emission In the photocathode

material send electrons into the photomultiplier tube. The number of

electrons released is proportional to the energy of the incoming radiation.

The electrons are accelerated and focused onto a dynode. This material will

emit two or more electrons for each incident electron. These secondary

electrons are again accelerated and focused onto another dynode providing

another level of aplification. Several of these stages may be placed in a

photomultiplier resulting In an amplification of several orders of

magnitude. The acceleration of the electrons and the operation of the

dynodes are powered by an excitation voltage supplied oxternal to the tube.

The focusing apparatus In this device is performed by the permanent magnets

mounted in the phototube housing.

The signal processing section is composed of a Princeton Applied

Research Model 1121 Discriminator-Amplifier £5.30] and a Hewlett-Packard

Model 5308 Timer-Counter [5.31). The signal produced by the photomultipller

is routed to the discriminator-amplifier. The discriminator produces and

output pulse based on the signal frao the photomultiplier. The threshold

level and count mode may be selected from the front panel. The threshold

level sets the minimum signal level that will be processed by the

discriminator. A threshold difference level may also be set that controls a

second threshold level. The count mode may be one of three selections. the

SINGLE count position provides a single output pulse for each input that

exceeds the low threshold level. The WINDOW count position produces an

output pulse only if the incoming signal is between the high and low

threshold levels. The CORRECT count position produces a single output pulse

for each input signal that is between the high and low threshold levels,

c
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and, produces two output pulses for any input signal that is above the high

* threshold level.

The output signal from the disoriminator-mnplifier is input to the

timer-counter. This device is operated as a frequency counter providing an

* output that is the number of counts per second. Any type of frequency

counter may be used. The Hemlett-Paokard 5308 was chosen because of the

standard interface connection and the ability to use it in other systems. A

Hewlett-Packard printer is connected via the interface providing a hard copy

of the pyrometer measurements.

5.8.3 Calibration

A pyrometer is only as good as the calibration. For this reason the

pulse counting pyrometer was transported to Los Alamos National Laboratory

and the laboratory of Dr. E. K. Storms for calibration. Dr. Storms operates

0) a copper furnace specifically for calibration of his two photon counting

pyrometers [5.27].

The initial step in calibration was to determine the operation

parameters that would provide the most linear operation over the widest

temperature range. This was a trial and error process using a tungsten

strip lamp and an adjustable power supply for the photomultiplier excitation

voltage. The reading of the pyrometer was plotted against the strip lamp

temperature. This process was repeated for each excitation voltage,

threshold level, threshold difference level and count mode. The most linear

operating mode was obtained at the following settings:

Excitation voltage 1400V
Threshold 0.975mV
Threshold difference O.3O00mV
Count Mode CORRECT
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The next step was the actual calibration. The pyrcmeter was aimed at

the copper furnace and connected to a computer. The computer recorded and

plotted each reading of the pyrometer. The copper furnace was turned on.

When the copper began to melt the plot of the pyrometer readings leveled off

indicating the phase change of the copper,. When the phase change was

complete the pyrometer readings again increasvd indicating the completion or

the phase change. The power to the furnace was turned off. The readings

again leveled off during the phase change of the copper. When the phase

change was complete the process was halted. The entire sequence required a

period of three hours. The start and end points of each of the phase

changes were designated and the computer calculated the average pyrometer

reading at the calibration temperature.

The last step in the calibration was the determination of the dead

time of the photomultiplier and the attenuation of each of the neutral

density filters. The dead time of the photomultiplier is the recovery rate

of the detector within the photomultiplier tube. The detector has a certain

recovery time during which it will not detect an impacting electron. The

dead time is a value that corrects for this characteristic behavior.

The process requires an adjustable temperature source, in this case a

tungsten strip lamp. The pyrometer count rate is measured without a filter

in place. At the same temperature a new measurement is made with a filter

in the light path. The process is repeated for each filter and for a series

of temperature. A plot of the ratio of the count rates versus the count

rate without the filter is made. A least squares curve fit is used to

relate the measurements to the exprassion

R RI/R +I - AI+I + RI Y (AI+I-1) (9)
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I indicates the filter number. Two filters are used in this instrument with

* a third position without a filter. 0 wm designated the measurement without

a filter, 1 for the first filter and 2 for the second filter.

The plot of the two sets of data points is in Figure *5.11. Al3o shown

* Is the line fitted to equation 3. The resulting dead time As an average of

the values calculated for, each filter. The attenuation of the pyrex bell

jar is used as the attenuation of the 0 filter position. The attenuation

* values and dead time for this instrument are:

Dead time 1.1044E-7 1/sec
Attenuation 0 1.0607
Attenuation 1 4.7780
Attenuation 2 98.6840

The calibration measurement is corrected for dead time (Eqn. 6) and

used in the expression for determining the temperature of other pyrometer

measurements (Eqn. 7).

This completes the details of the pulse/photon counting pyrometer.

Dr. Storms has used two of these instruments for over five years without

difficulty. The calibration has proven to be good for at least a three year

period. The dead time and attenuation calculations are repeated about every

six months. The long term drift in calibration is better than 10 K. The

reproducibility of a temperature measurement is better than ±0.20 K. The

accuracy of the instrument is better than 10 K based on gold furnace

measurements [5.27).

e•
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VI. Mass Spectrometer Solid Probe

0I 6.1 Abstract

The proposed solid probe design uses induction heating to sublime

refractory metal samples to be analyzed in a quadruple ma~s spectrometer. A

copper induction coil is u-ed to induce a high frequency, alternating

current into the sample material. A tantalum tube, holding the sample, ha

a 0.050 inch orifice in the end of it to ensure the ionizer is not flooded

with sample molecules. Ceramic insulators are used to thermally and

electrically insulate both the tantalun tube and copper tubing from the body

of the probe. Besides the high frequency, (radio frequency) a generator

provides cooling water, run through the copper tubing.
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6.2 INTRODUCTION

This project involves the design of 4 solid heating probe for the mass

spectrometer in the thermionics lab at Arizona State University. Before a

solid probe design could be generated, a complete understanding of the mass

spectrometer and the function of the probe was necessary. Factors, such as

the high vacuum and cleanliness requirements were experimented with in the

lab. They theory behind the mass spectrometer and induction heating was

studied, so an effective design could be implemented. The following design

constraints were used in the solid probe des.gn. The function of the mass

spectrometer is to analyze surface composition of refractory metals and high

temperature alloys. This means a temperature requirement of approximately

2000 C to 3000 C is necessary. The probe must vaporize the materials, by

sublimination, in a high vacuumed chamber. The probe must have a two and

three quarters inch flange attachment for interfacing with the massS

spectrometer. Lastly, the probe must not introduce contamination resulting

from foreign matter or vacuum leaks in the chamber of the mass spectrometer.

* 6.3 THEORY OF THE MASS SPECTROMETER

The mass spectrometer is a device for analyzing material composition by

measuring the mass of ionized atoms. There are several different types of

t7 mass spectrometers, but the one in the thermionics lab is a quadrupole mass

spectrometer. It consists of three separate parts; the ionizer, the mass

filter and the detector plate. All of these components are contained in a

( chamber at low rre (hie vacuum). The following process describes the

analysis of a sample.

The sample is placed in the tantalum tube of the solid probe and the

probe is attached tothe flange on the mass spectrometer. The primary pump

is started to initiate a vacuum in the chamber. Once a pressure of 10-3

,61
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torr is achieved, the turbo-pump increases the vacuum to as low as

1o0-6 torr. The sample Js then heated and sublimed by the solid probe. A

fine stream of sample molecules leave through the orifice at the end of the

tantalum tube and enter the ionizer. A stream of electrons bombard the

Sgaseows molecules producing positively charged parent ions and fragment

ions. A series of lenses in the ionizer collimate the cloud of sample

molecules toward the mase filter.

The quadrupole mass filter is composed of four cylindrical rods,

arranged parallel and symmetrical with one another, with opposite rods

electrically connected (Fig. 6.1). A radio frequency and direct current

voltage, of equal potential but opposite charge, is applied to each set of

rods. A stream of ions with a given m/z (mass-to-charge) ratio can be

transmitted through the quadrupole filter and all other ions stopped, by

varying the absolute potential applied to the rods. The ions transmitted

trough the filter are said to be in stable orbits, while the ions absorbed

or deflected by the quadrupoles are said to be in unstablý orbits.

Finally, the tons flowing down the quadrupole in stable orbits strike

the collector plate (Faraday plate) and the signal is multiplied and

displayed on the oscilloscope. A spectrium of signal intensity versus m/z

value can be obtained from the oscilloscope screen (Fig. 6.2).

6.14 Contamination of the Mass Spectrometer

In order to obtain accurate results from the mass spectrometer, the

mass spectrometer chamber must be kept free from all contamination.

Cantamination can result from foreign matter, such as oil fan a human hand,

and/or vacuum leak3.

Since the solid probe interfaces directly with the chamber, the

possibility of contamination must be taken into consideration. Every part

C.2
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of the solid probe must be cleaned thoroughly, to ensure no residues

(unwanted oxides) are left on the part's surface. For each material used in

the solid probe, including the sample, an appropriate cleaning procedure

must be used.

While working in the thermionics lab, several clearnng processes and

spot welding techniques were demonstrated by graduate student Derek Tang.

This instruction included the cleaning of tungsten electrode rods and the

fabrication of collectors and emitters used in a Marchuk tube. The cleaning

procedures for tungsten and tantalum are given on the following page. Most

metal cleaning processes are similar to that of tungsten and tantalum are

* given on the following page. Most metal cleaning processes are similar to

that of tungsten and tantalum, differing only in the type of cleaning agent

used.

Beside "surface residues," contamination can occur form vacuum leakage.

When the probe is attached to the mass spectrometer, a copper "O-ring" must

be placed between the probe and mass spectrometer flanges to provide the

* proper seal against leakage. Vacuum is necessary because the mass

spectrcueter either predicts the trajectory or measures the time flight on

an ion. Without vacuum, neither function could be accomplished beca'se of

scattered collisions from unmeasured molecules.

V(
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chemicl Clemaing Procedure

. Tungten

1.. General oakite cleaning procedure

2. Boil in sodium hydroxide bath for approx. 20 minutes

3. Rinse in distilled water

II. Ultrasonic in distilled water for 30 seconds

5. Hot air dry
0

6. Store In plastic bag

II. Oakite

1 - part powdered oakite

8 - parts distilled water

Stir and partially dissolve oakite in cold water, then heat to 80 C and use

at. that temperature. Place parts to be cleaned in oakite.

III. Tantalum

1. General oakite cleaning procedure
0

2. Boil in hydrochloric acid for 15 minutes

3. Rinse with distilled water

4. Rinse in two baths or boiling distilled water

5. Ultrasonic in alcohol for 30 seconds

6. Hot air dry

7. Wrap in lint free, sulphur free paper

C 8. Store in a plastic bag

C

8. Str in a plasticba
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6.5 INDUCTION HEATING

Induction heating is the heating of an electrically conducting material

by eddy currents induced by a varying #leotro-mapletlc field. The induction

heater principle is similar to that of a transformer. The copper coil can

be considered the primary winding and the tantalum tube, a single wind

secondary. When a high-frequency, alternating current flows in the primary

coil, secondary currents (eddy currents) will be induced in the material.

Since the current flowing In the sample material is a summation of the eddy

currents Induced, the copper coil is wrapped closely around the tantalum

tube. This ensures maximum induced eddy currents and therefore, high

heating rates.

The advantages of induction heating over conventional heating processes

are; the heating is very rapid because the heating is induced directly into

the material. The heating is localized and heating area easily controlled

by the size and shape of the inductor coil. Because of the generator, the

heating is easily controllable. It lends itself to automation, in-line

processing, and automatic-process cycle control. The start-up time is short

and the working conditions are favorable because of the absence of noise,

fuses, and radiated heat.

The induced currents in the sample material decrease exponentially from

the surface toward the center of the material being heated. Since the

heating is maximum at the surface, and the mass spectrometer will be used

for surface composition analysis, Induction heating lends itself as the most

effective method of heating. With induction heating the heat is gene"ated

by the current flowing through the material's own resistivity.e"
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6.6 Solid Probe DOBII

The final design of the solid probe incorporates. Induotion heating to

vaporize solid samples at a temperature of approximately 2000 C to 3000 C.

The induction coi1, made of copper, carries radio frequency and Induces

current directly into the sample material. Cooling water is run through the

copper tubing to minimize the effects of radiation, a generator provides

both the radio frequency and cooling water to the solid probe. the tube

holding the sample In made of tantalum and has a 0.050 inch orifice in the

end of it. The probe flange and body are made of stainless steel. The

flange is a standard two and three quarters inch flange. Ceramic insulators

are used to thermally and electrically insulate the base of the tantalum

tube and the copper tubing from the body of the solid probe. The probe and

a schematic of its relationship with the mass spectrometer are shown in

FiP. 6.3, 6.4, and 6.5.

6.7 DESIGN RATIONALE

Of the three basic types of heating methods; induction heating,

resistive heating and electron bombardment, induction heating was chosen

because of the geometry of the application. The induction heating probe is

a self-contained unit that has the capability of heating a sample to the

very high t.emperature requirement (2000 C to 3000 C).

Furthermore, induction heating was chosen for the probe because of it's

advantages previously stated, such as; extremely high heating rates, easily

controllable heating, short start-up time, and absence of fumes and radiated

heat.

Copper tubing is used for the induction coil because of it's high

electrical conductivity. The sample holding tube is made of tantalum

because of it's capability to withstand high temperatures and ease of

(
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machining. A small orifice (0.050 inch) is drilled in the end of the

tantalum tube to permit only a small stream of sample molecules to enter the

ionizer. This is important because the ionizer must not be flooded with

sample molecules.

Because of it's ability to both thermally and electrically insulate,

ceramic is chosen for insulation between the base of the tantalum tube and

the body of the probe. The ceramic insulators are also employed between the

copper tubing and the body of the probe.

The copper induction coil is wound only at the end of the tantalum tube

to localize the heating at the sample location in the tube. The spacing

between the copper coil and tantalum tube is close to ensure maximum Induced

eddy currents and therefore, high heating rates. The induction coil and

sample holding tube extend approximately six inches into the maa3

* spectrometer chamber to allow the heating to take place directly in front of

the ionizer.

6.8 CONCLUSION0
The objective of this project was to develop a design for a solid probe

to interface with the mass spectrometer in the thermionics lab. to initiate

the design procedure for the probe, the method of heating had to be chosen.
@

Induction heating was chosen because of it's advantages in this application.

The configuration of the probe was then generated and the materials chosen.
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